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Building sites
are obstacles
for disabled

The heat is on

By Kathy Dwyer
Daily staff writer

Some disabled students and tat
ulty are angry because they are not
being warned about ha/ards caused
by the on -campus construction. e;
though the construction companies
are Obeying statt: lata

Joe Gosen Daily stall
Claudia Tietie, a sophomore drama major.
lakes ads antage of the hot vieather to study

for her Technical Theatre class. Having recently transfered from Colorado State where

photographer

it snows most of the school year, she’s get ling spoiled" by the nice weather.

Heat wave expected to diminish today
By Russ Baggerly
Daily stair writer
-rile high temperatures which have made
lite uncomfortably warm since Saturday should
be letting up today .
"The temperatures we liac had
this region ha \ c (\cell unseasonably warm. but a high
pressure system otf the coast will he moving
away. and it ..hould he cooler... said ()scar Martin, a forecaster for the National Weather Sery ice in Redwood cit,
’,indent \
’heir instructors w ill move
lasse, .iiitdoois should be aware that um \ ersity
regol.iiii ,iis tontrol locations of classes
I here is t Luise in the faculty contract
controlling w hoc classes %kill he held." said
Seillla litirkoni, assistant dean for faculty affairs.
"Mut) if an instructor wants to nitne a
class." litirkom said. "and if they rust drop by

and tell their department. it’s hot as hell and I’m
taking My class outdoors. no one is going to say
anything to them."
On campus. the increased requirements for
cooling in some campus buildings will be reflected in the next billing from International
Power Technology Inc., the private contractor
that operates the power plant on campus. said
Vi San Juan, SJSU energy manager.
"Between (WI) and Pacific Gas & Electric. this university pays up to IS -250.M) per
month tor energy . And that’s just for gas and
electricity . she said.
The university’ also pays the City of San
Jose for sewage treatment and for some water.
she said. But SJSUs well provides most of
what is needed
at a rate three times less than
for city water.
The on -campus generators provide up to
three- tourths of the total energy used by SJSt

"They are running 90 percent online right
now," she said.
The plant has to run higher output to meet
the increased demand. said Hyun Kim. an IPT
maintenance technician.
"(The campus side of the boiler plant) are
running both ot their air conditioners today."
Kim said.
Regionally. the peak enerry demand has
come nowhere near the limits tor );arni days
such as this. said Bill Leonard. public affairs
representative for PG&E.
"We expect to see a P.E.I). of about 15.1
million kilowatts.’ he said.
"So far this year the highest demand we
have seen was on Aug. 3. when use vras 16.2
million kilowatts. The all-time record demand
was lu.5 million. set on July 9, 1980." he said
E \ en with such demands. PG&E has tuner
Se, /// 4f. hack page

’’People
lias
collie t hist.. to
hurting theinsel \ es." said Martin
Schutter. director 01 the disahled stu
dents office
As result. a meeting to discuss
these safety conCenis v. as seliedllied
to takt. place at 9
bel;%een
faculty
members
including Stii
dent Union Director Ron Barrett and
\to Qayouini. assoome exe,titi,e
\ ice president of Licilities
and
several disabled students
"I understand that ithe people
working on the Recreation and
Events Center and the Engineering
Building) can’t be constantly watching for the disabled because they
have their imn jobs to do. hilt it
would be nice if they’ could ecrcise
a little caution." Schutter said.
Tom Shields. project manager
from Rochbelen Construction (’i.
Inc, agrees that there :11-12 problems
but says that his crew is tollow mg
state laws
"The only leytra) precaution
we’ve taken so far is to move the
fence out past the sidew alk oil Se% enth Street... Shields said.
’ ’ Iron construction sit orkers
used to yell to students to get off the
sidewalk when they. were walking in
dangerous areas and past posted

’Several sites lack
cones or ribbons to
warn a blind student
that an obstacle is in
front of them.’
Shields,

Tom

Roebbeten project manager
signs. Shields said

the ’birdie’
that’s when
det hied to mo \ e the fence out,"
’I lie;
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students.

he said

Barbara Pluta. design and con sou,. lion manager ot faculties. de% eloprimit and tperations. also agrees that something should be done.
\. e’\e all heen ha \ ing problems.’ Pima said. "I’). been in a
wheel,liair tor the past f ev, months
because I had ti1111 1111.1er . so I
lim; it feels to be disabled.
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-The CLOW., that are out on
Seentli ’meet ale
leal problem.’ said Susan 1)));;:iel. a sightpiotessin
less ’,Kt I
I licie .11: no v"ii pings (such as
ribbons or iiies) to let a blind person kilo%) that an obstacle is in the
/i/S A11/11) ha, page

Professor searches
for registration
’turmoil’ solution
Ity Julie Rogers
Daily staff writer

UPD arrest
suspected
attacker

Effects of temblor
still felt down south
Cal State Los Angeles campus
to be closed for another two days

By Dave I.anson
Daily staff wnter
The Viiieiso
Police Ikpartnient has iderintied a suspect now. in
custoth \\ 11,, allegedly’ attacked a
Health Center employee in August.
He ;-kas arrested on an unrelated
charge.
The v ictim, nurse practitioner
Shirley Woods. and two \\ guesses
identified the man Thursday from a
group of sis in a separate photo and
in -person line ups, said [PI) investigator Tem I del.
The suspect. ti 24 ;ear -old
black male. was arrested by 1.11) officers Sept. 14 tor possession of
marijuana w ith intent to sell. He had
been seen near the men’s locker
room and %Sas millet:led 01 breaking
into lockers. He is currently heing

This sketch led 14) the arrest of a
man suspected of a campus attack.
held in the Santa Clara County Jail.
Edel said robbery charges were
filed against the man Friday. but a
spokeswoman for the district attorneys office said the process takes
about two weeks.
UPD investigators noticed from
a booking photo that lie resembled a
composite sketch of Woods. attacker.
The Man had been free on parole for less than a year from Sole dad State Prison. where he was sentenced on a sexual crime charge.

Spartan football team
fails to draw large crowd
Ry Karen NI. Derenzi
Daay staff writer
Only
1 ;. 197 people saw SJSU
defeat Calitorma State University.
Fullerton. satiliday at Spartan Stadium. an attendance figure that left
at least one person in the athletic department scratching his head.
"I’m a little mu/led by. it all."
head coach Claude Gilbert said.
"We’re a good team. We’re exciting. We’re entertaining.
"What do we have to do to
draw a large crowd?" Gilbert wondered.
"I was disappointed. not with
the people that were there. hut with
the overall turnout." Gilbert said.
"The student support has been outstanding
There are several possible theories as to why the crowd was small.
They include:
The National League West
champion San Francisco Giants were
playing at home.

Stanford’s football team was
playing at home.
The weather. It was 86 degrees at kickoff and it may have
caused some people to drive to the
beach instead.
"Maybe people wanted to stay
in the shade, Gilbert said.
Yet the low turnout is definitely
a CaUSe for concern.
I.ast Friday, SJSU Athletics Director Randy Hoffman said that the
Spartans needed to draw "somewhere in the neighborhood of 20.000
people per game" for the football
team to bring in its share of the revenue.
Neither Hoffman nor Toni
McRann. associate athletics direLlor
in charge of marketing, could he
reached for comment Monday’.
To date. the team has attracted
slightly over 31,INN) people to its
See FOOIBAI.I.. hack mgt.

dent. I.upe Esposito. 7.1. died as a
Ry Karen NI. Derenzi
result of the eartlimiake \\ lien part ot
party staff writer
The earthquake which rocked a campus garage structure collapsed
Southern California Thursday has and crushed her, said Bob Damleft California State University Los bacher. a spokesman for the lais AnAngeles temporarily closed. Classes geles County Coroner.
Five other people in the Los
originally scheduled to start tip again
on Monday are now st:heduled to re- Angeles area were also killed and
nearly 100 others were injured.
convene on Thursday..
Aftershocks plaguing the area
The delay in classes has toiced
Cal State Los Angeles off mak to have caused more damage to the Cal
end the fall tern) one week later than State Los Angeles campus. but
originally scheduled. said Ruth should not delay the reopening of the
Goldway. Cal State 1 os Angeles campus Thursday.
One of the larger aftershocks
public information officer.
The initial quake struck Thurs- struck Sunday afternoon. registering
5
5
on
the Richter scale.
day’ at 7:42 a.m. and registered 6.1
"The aftershocks created some
on the Richter scale. The epicenter
was located nine miles southeast of additional damage at places where
there were already. problems...
Pasadena.
The ground rocked for a full 20 (*midway said. "It has expanded the
seconds. It was followed throughout cost of the cleanup. hut not the time
the day by more than 15 aftershocks frame.**
The official 4.1)st of damage 141
registering at least three on the Richthe campus will not be known until
ter scale.
The Thursday jolt was the larg- Wednesday. Goldway said.
Damage to other CSU camest quake in the Los Angeles area
since 1971 when a 6.4 tenthlor puses in the area was minimal compared
to Cal State Los Angeles.
struck. according to a U.S. GeologiThere has been no delay in classes at
cal survey.
One Cal State I ais Angeles stu- ollier Campuses.
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structor is seari.:Iiim.2 tor a new registration process to end the "turmoil’
incurred to students and !acuity during the f irsi lo; eeks 111 01001.
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quantitatue studies instructor. sent a
letter last week to the Academic Seri
ate. and suggested that the minium
(ration consider changing its "delectie

iegistration process.
’Teachers Ilt..01 10 he spending

more of their time teaching than on
the f111,1111111111 oi
ing Up 111e t irst

’,Indent’, 1101 ..11,1%%
ot

lass oi

ing i:lasses at the last minute... Lan
ser said in an intei;10.1..

Louie Baroiii, chairman ot the
Academic Senate. said "the problem" will be a topic of discussion at
future Academic Senate Meetings
"A large share of the legislia
n
tion turmoil is the students’
fault, Lanser said.
Approximately. 973100 add
drop schedule changes were made by
students this semester. he said.
Lanser explained that many stu
dents over -enroll vt ith 18 rings and
then drop to 12 units or less
shopping
simply
"They’re
around to see what teacher has the
easiest green sheet... I Ansel- said.
To discourage students from
over-enrolling. Lanser suggested in
the letter that during Computer Assisted Registration WAR) a student
should he allowed to register for
only the number of units currently
being taken by. the student. If a sill dent wanted more classes. he would
need to petition that class
"()ne of the biggest problems

Russ Lanser.
ma, k,
ith CAR is that once a student
Chooses this or her) classes. this or
schedule cannot
he changed
until the first day of school," he
said
I :nisei said that students should
be able to go through an earl "walk
through.’ on Program dlustment
Day . and change any lasscs that
they reali/e the \ won’t he able to attend het arise ot lob change or anv
other icason
But once school starts. Allele
her)

should
nomic

he

a
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he said

adequate registra-

tion process needs lithe set up before
deciding on an economic penalty . ht.
said.
"Out ot the students who were
Sec REGISTER.
Nee

Professor to speak about Third World children
Ry Nelson Cardadeiro
Dairy staff writer
The secretary of the Indian
Health Organi/ation will speak on
campus Wednesday’ about critical
problems among children of Third
World countries.
Dr. Ishwarprasad S. ()dada’s
talk will deal with his four-year
study of sexual abuse. forced prostitution and sexually transmitted
diseases among children in India.
Iran and Saudi Arabia.
The Sociology Club, the so-

ciology department and Alpha
Kappa Delta. the sOCiOlogy honor
society. are hosting the free talk in
Room 150 of Dudley Moorehead
Hall at I :30 p.m.
in addition to his position as
secretary of the India Health Organization, Gilada is also resident
medical officer of J.J. Hospital of
13
bay and is the founder of the
I .eprosy Clinic in Bombay.
Sociology department chairman Eiji Amemiya said the topics
Gilada will speak about "are hig

problems’. in those countries
"These problems aren’t isolated." Amemiya said. "hut are
global issues that must he dealt
with."
AKD President Gus Estrada
said Gilada is excited about coming
to SAC.
’ ’He wants to raise the awareness of these issues.’ Estrada said.
"The talk will he of interest to
everyone on campus.’ Amemiya
said. "They are vital issues.
Estrada said that students at-

tending the pit:sent:Mon "v. ill he
come aware that these problems
aren’t mils a problem in the United
States, hut all over die %odd
Amenuy a said that Gilada has
dime quite a bit. Ciirisitierillg he is
only 9 years old.
(Wilda. who spoke at Stanford
University last month. called SJSU
to see if the sociology department
wanted to have him lecture
"He was graciou. enough to
make himself as ailable for us."
Estrada said
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Editorial

Football team deserves support
Acommon question at Saturday’s SJSU-Cal
State Fullerton game might have been
1 here are the fans?
In a pathetic display of support. only 13,197 people made their way to Spartan Stadium
Saturday to watch the Bay Area’s best and most
exciting college tbotball team in action. It was
SJSU’s first home game in nearly a month and
its initial PCAA contest in defense of last season’s conference championship.
These elements, combined with a dramatic victory over Stanford the week belbre,
had Spartan players, coaches and administrators hoping for a crowd of at least 20,000.
Instead, a Division-III crowd watched a
very good Division -I team blast the Titans 46I 9.
Granted, there were plenty of reasons for
not going: The Giants played at Candlestick
Park, Stanford hosted Pac- 10 powerhouse and
national -championship contender University of
California at Los Angeles, and it was an ideal
day to work on one’s tan.
But whatever the excuse, it does not
change the fact that our football team needs our

support. If this pathetic lack of support continues, SJSU athletic officials should consider
downgrading its athletic standing to a Division!! level, or lower.
Our athletic department simply can not be
an efficient, profit -making entity when its biggest money-maker, the football squad, barely
draws enough people to fill its own student section.
It’s often said that a winning team will
bring in the fans. Well, the Spartans have been
winners the last two seasons, but to this point,
fan support continues to rival that of the San
Jose Bees.
Talk concerning the progress of our team
fills the hallways after every game -- - how
many yards did Mike Perez throw for, how
many touchdowns did Kenny Jackson score or
how many sacks did the "Spartan 46" defense
record?
But, it’s time to quit talking in the halls
and do our cheering, where it belongs, in the
stands.

A vote to keep Giants at the ’Stick
Giants manager Roger C’raig said it best after his
team clinched the National League West title with a 5-4
win last week Mei the San Diego Padres:
...NI, is for all ot the great fans in the Hay Area.**
The observium leader will notice that Craig did not
say the great fans in San Francisco. Could this possibly
be because he knows a majority of his great fans do not
reside in the City by the Ray? It sure could.
Craig and many other people residing in the plush
executive offices of Candlestick Park realize that the Giants do not belong solely to San Francisco. They belong
to the nine counties which encompass the Bay Area.
So why should the home of the Giants be located in
downtown San Francisco’?
Why not: some people may say. After all. a downtown stadium wouldn’t he tormented by the winds that
plague Candlestick Park.
The fog wouldn’t roll in. largely due to the fact that
the nem. stadium would probably be sealed off from the
elements by a dome. After all. sonic people can’t bear to
sit through a night game
or an occasional day game.
tor that matter
without their blankets wrapped tightly
around them
In short, tans wouldn’t hayre to put up with Candlestick Park if Giants owner Bob I.urie has his way..
Lurie’s v, a \ is Proposition Vv., a proposal currently
slated for the Nii \ ember ballot in San Francisco County.
It a T11;1,0111 oi the electorate votes "yes." it may very
well mean Se% emli and Townsend streets will no longer
be a parking lot.
For a Giants’ fan like me who is against a downtown stadium and v,,.ould like the proposition to fail. the
consequences could be even worse. The current rumor
sailing around Candlestick Park like a hot dog wrapper
on a gusty afternoon is that Lurie will try. to relocate the
team if he doesn’t get his viay .
Talk about being caught between a rock and a hard
place.
Giants fans would like to keep their team. This has
never been more ev ident than this season. No. a winning
team hasn’t jammed up the turnstiles at every game. but
it does seem to have curbed the complaints about the
weather at Candlestick. After all. who has time to feel
the cold when they’re watching the Giants turn another
sizzling double play.
Even the Giants players haven’t been as cranky thi
season. Chili Davis seemed to concentrate more on hit
ting home runs than on stuffing Lurie’s complaint box.
After all, a new downtown stadium isn’t without it
disadvantages.

Howl Do I KNoW 11-11Xt You Work REVERSE Ibui? PD5rtiot.15 AGAirsi foMokla)W

Forum Policy
Letters to the editor can be on any topic.
All letters may be edited for length or libel.
1.etters must bear the writer’s name.
major, phone number and class level. Deliver
letters to the Daily office on the second floor
of Dwight Hentel

Letters to the Editor
New A.S. member a good choice

Karen M.
Derenzi

It’s dim mown. Fighting traffic at b:30 p.m. to get
to a Candlestick night game by 7:30 p.m. has been bad
enough. Those rare Monday nights when games started
at b p.m.
because ABC’ decided to show the rest of
the nation what all the excitement was about
created
traffic jams even Southern California would have been
proud of.
Think about v, hal w ill happen it- the stadium is
downtown. Anyone w ho has tried to get any where near
the city during rush hour knows they had better give
themsely es some extra time to arrive at their destination.
If (
tans want to get to a game by 6:30 p.m..
they- could vet y likely be on the freeway between 5 p.m.
and 5:30 p.m. Mixing with the usual commuter traffic
could make some really angry . grumpy. rooters heating
up the Seventh and .ro,, nsend stadium.
Another pmbleni is parking. There has been talk of
locating parking under the new stadium. The size of this
structure w ill probably be quite large considering the
parking lot at the ’Stick isn’t anywhere near adequate for
some
the crowds.
At least the area surrounding (’andlestick has
enough Yacant land fiiir overflow parking. Leaving cars
on the hill behind the stadium seems to he a popular alternative to parking in the lot.
There isn’t much overflow parking surrounding
Seventh and Townsend streets. Leaving cars on the
street. it you’re lucky enough to find a spot. might get
y oil a ticket for parking too long in a metered zone.
There are no hills to park on in downtown because
they’re all covered with skyscrapers. Parking in a downtown garage will probably cost more than playoff tickets.
If you’re now saying, "Yeah. I wouldn’t mind
keeping the ’Stick it it means keeping the Giants and
keeping my sanity
ou may want to consider moving
to San Francisco and registering to vote there. Remember, a majority ot the tans will have no say in where the
team plays next. ( iood luck finding a place to park.
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Editor,
Congratulations to John Hjelt. The A ss k.iated Students Board of Directors selected an es,ellent and
greatly qualified director for the Student Rights and Responsibilites position.
It’s my hope John will gain as much as I know he’ll
contribute to the board. not only of his knowledge of policy and process, but also of his sense of humor and goodnatured willingness to listen.
Good luck, John Hjelt. Good call, A .S.
Itob ;miter
Sophomore
Political Science

Bork’s ideology should be considered
Editor.
There’s been a great deal ot debate lately. over
whether the U.S. Senate should consider Judge Robert
Hork’s views on the Constitution in its consideration of
his nomination to the Supreme Court.
The debate over how judicial appointments should
he made was settled 200 years ago by. the Framers of the
Constitution. Some at the Constitutional Convention
wanted the president to appoint; others wanted Congress.
The result was a compromise: presidential nomination
with the "advise and consent" cif Congress.
Six years later. the Senate exercised its advice -and consent power, rejecting President George Washington’s
nomination of the distinguished lawyer John Rutledge to
the Supreme Court because he had opposed ratification
of a recent treaty with England. Three of the 14 "no"
votes were cast by signers of the Constitution.
Nearl,v 20 percent of Supreme Court nominations
through history have been rejected. and time after time.
ideology played a central part. As recently as 1968, conservatives lined up to block President Johnson’s nomination of Associate Justice Abe Fortas to be Chief Justice. Fortas was lambasted for his Yiews on obscenity.
law enforcement. free speech. capital punishment and
federalism.
In Robert Bork’s case, consideration of ideology is
particularly appropriate since he was clearly nomianted
because of his ideology. More than any other president
in history, Ronald Reagan has chosen judicial nominees
on the basis of ideology, relying less on qualification.
And though Robert Hork’s qualifications are not in
question, his politics are. Hork’s views stray far from the
mainstream on many issues of settled law. Hork’s opposition to the right of privacy. his tendencies to favor government rights over individual rights and big business
over small. and his narrow definition of free speech run
contrary to modem constitutional interpretation.
Surely what a Supreme Court nominee thinks atx)ut
the Constitution is fair game. The Senate is right to consider Fiork’s ideology, and if individual senators think
his views are extreme, they should vote to reject his
nomination.
(.(inrad liorovski
Professor, Foreign Languages
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Roll on, Spartan Thunder . . .
Editor.
How about those Spartans!
Looks like they are on the roll now. They are even
being mentioned in the national newspapers: "Although
they are not even in the top 25 yet. they are petting
there... wrote the USA Today in last Monday’s paper,
The SJSU football team should be motivated by
this. I just wish they could play more good teams in other
conferences.
Raul-Kamal Rapal
Junior
Criminal Justice

No Laughing Matter

0,11/

Larry
Aragon

Brush with death
Driving down Seventh Street recently, I Iloticed a pigeon in the road. She sat there, and
somehow I knew she would not move.
/ cart’: be sure that she was not a ’’he:’’ but
that was my first impression, and first impressions
nearlv always are correct.
Seeing the bird. I could not help but remember
a similar situation in my driver’s ed class in high
school: I was driving along a residential street. and
I came upon a bird in the road. As I approached. it
sat motionless as though it wanted to die. Rut before I was about to oblige it. I stopped. The bird
flew away. and my teacher scolded me for endangering other drivers on the road.
And so I was somewhat wary as !approached
the pigeon on Seventh Street. I tried to convince
myself that she would tly away before ni), ..,ii
crushed her, but somehow I knew that she ,A ZIN III
and could not tly. As the distance between her and I
lessened, I forsook my driving instructor’s words
and swerved int() the other lane to avoid her. When
I looked into the rear view mirror, I saw that she
had not moved.
As I continued up the street. I turned my
thoughts away from the bird. She was not my responsibility, I told myself. And. what would I do
with her if I decided to move her from the road?
My feelings of guilt nagged at me. but subsided when. as I madc my way back up thc street in
search of parking, I did not see her.
I found a parking space and began walking toward the university. when I noticed the bird on the
lawn of a house. Although I was across the street. I
could see that she was helpless. Again I questioned
whether there was anything I could do, unaware
that in a moment my thoughts would be in vain.
Suddenly. a cat pounced on the feeble pigeon
and began to drag her across the lawn. She succumbed v. ithout a single flap of her wings.
was then that I noticed a mailman not far from
itthe kill. He stood motionless as the cat dragged
the bird beneath the steps of the house. I wanted
to scream: "Do something you idiot!" But. I could
not speak. It was over.
Making my way toward school, I could not get
the scene out of my mind.
Finally, I confronted the occurrence and tried
to analyze why I felt so badly about it.
On one hand. I figured I was wrong for not
helping the bird because she was disabled and could
not manage on her own.
On the other. I thought I was right for not
helping her because the weak have no claim to life.
Aphorisms froni childh(x)d echoed in my brain:
"Nature does not provide for the weak; only the
strong survive: quality of life is more important
than being biologically alive.’
Reason had taken the upper hand and ran rampant. "Nature is logical." I told myself. "Why
can’t man be so logical? Why do men keep fellow
men alive with machines when those men would
otherwise be dead without them’?"
The questions went on and on until I thought I
had convinced myself that sitting idley by as the pigeon was killed was the correct thing to do.
Then, the same reason that rinsed me of my
guilt began to wear down the stones of truth which I
had stacked so neatly in my mind:
What is life’? I wondered. Is it simply biological, or is it something inore. Is it the "quality" of
life which makes lite "life.’ ’ or is it the siniple act
of "being.’ which allows a man to say he is alive?
And who decides what "quality" is? Does everyone have the same idea of quality’? Is it a universal
truth that everyone "knows," or is it a subiective
conclusion which each man decides for himself?
As more questions raced through my mind. I
realized that I could never say for sure whether I
was wrong or right for not helping the pigeon.
And so I walked onto campus that day reveling
in the fact that I was alive and felt sad that there was
one less creature on earth who was not
1.arry Aragon is the news editor and he
feels sorry for those people who think that the
column they just read is about a pigeon.
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Teaching students can still receive aid
By Brenda Tai I.am
"The prograni lessens their
Daily staff writer
loan obligations if they’re going into
Students who are interested in a the teaching field.- said Janet
teaching career and need financal aid Aiken, financial aid couriselin
still have an opportunity to receive
Students who have receised or
state aid.
Students have until tomorrow to will receive a Perkins Loaii Protum in their applications for the gram. a C’alifornia Guaranteed StuAPLE (Assumption Program of dent Loan or a California Loan to
Assist Students and who are acLoans for Education).
The APLE program is a finan- cepted into the program v)ill have up
cial aid program that was passed by to $8,(X10 of their outstanding loans
the California Legislature last year to paid by the California Student Aid
encourage outstanding student!. to Commission.
enter the field of teaching.
In order to qualify for the proStudents who are selected are gram, students must have completed
entitled to a $8,(X10 maximum loan at least 60 units and he canying
in exchange for three consecutive least 10 undergraduate units or eight
years of public school teaching.
graduate LW its

StUdents, must also obtain a le
dential
inatheinatics. science oi
bilingual education and he CO111,111110.1
subjects for
three consecutisc sears
The ?emu’ einem. place an COIphasi, on loss
sChtolls arid
certain sulNects because of the shortage of teachers in these areas, Aiken
said.
Prospeetise ’,1St’ students W ho
are interested in the program must
have at least
11) grade point aset age and hose passed the (
Basic I ducation Skills Test
Students Inas obtain
applica
tion hit the PI 1- plogiani tioin the
Financial \ 1)1 office
\\ ahlquist
Library South in Room Ths

SpartaGuide
A brief
look at campus events

Arnold Air Society (AFROTC1/Red Cross will hold a Blood
Drive at I 0:00 a.m. today through
Thursday in the Student Union (3rd
floor). For information contact Heidi
Hom at 295-7631.

The Career Planning and Place
ment Center will hold the program
"Careers in the As Union Industry "
at 4:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. For further
information contact Cheryl Allmen
Career Planning and Placement at 277-22272.
will hold a meeting for Macy’s employment at I IA10 a.m. today in the
MEChA
hold a meeting at
Student Union Costanoan Room. 5:35 p.m. today in the Student
For information contact Lupe Zuniga Union Pacheco Room. For further
at 277-2272.
information contact Jenny Hernandez at 277-824(1.
Al -ANON will hold their
weekly meeting at noon today in the
Administration
Circle K,
Building
Room
service and lead222A. For information contact 277- ership organi/ation, will hold their
2966.
weekly meeting at 6:00 p.m. today
in the Student Union Guadalupe
Christian Students Fellowship Room. For information contact Bob
will hold a discussion on fulfillment Griffin at 97141897.
at 12:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. For infiirmation contact Glenn Miller or Kurt
Ohana of Hawaii (Hawaiian
Jones at 268-141 I .
Style Club) will hold a meeting at
7:30 p.m. tonight in the Studein
Hillel will build and decorate Union Almaden Room. For informaHillel’s succah/booth at 1:00 p.m. tion contact Lay ne Nishimura at
toclay in the Art Quad. For further 251-4667 or Junior Paeste at 274information contact Dan Dorfman at 2755.
294-8311.
The SJSU Sierra Club will hold
a lecture on "Global Pollution" leauring speaker Ralph Bolin, Dean of
Continuing Education at 4:00 p.m.
oday in the Student Union Montalvo
Room. For further information contact Alan Kirk at 279- 1804.

For the Record
The Spartan Daily is
committed to accuracy. Any
significant error brought to an
editor’s attention will be corrected.
If you notice .something
which you know is incorrect,
please write to the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, One Washington Square,
San Jove. CA
92

A Flible study sponsored by
Campus Ministry v.ill take place at
noon today the Student Union Guadalupe Rcxmi . Call Norb Firnhaber
for information at 29841204.
Career Planning and Placement
will hold a Resume II workshop 1,,
morrow from 2 to.4 p.m. III IIIC
dent Union Guadalupe Room hoi
information
Cheryl Allmen .11
277-2272.
Student Health Sers ice v,
have a student health advisors COW
mittee meeting tomorrow at 12.
p.m. in Health Building Room 208
For information call Oscar Battle at
277-3622.
The Business Professionals d
vertising Association will ha\ e
meeting tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. iii
the Student Union Almaden Room
Call Sue Reich for information at
920-2231.
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The French Club is sponsoring
a booth at the International Food Fan
tomorrow. Call Alicia Maci.i. for in
formation at 286-7361 .
Amnesty International vt ill hold
a meeting at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow in
the Student Union Pacheco Room
For information contact Susie Salmi
nen at 277-8225.
Institute of Industrial Engineeis
will hold a workshop entitled
"Workshop II: Introduction to
Lotus" at 11:30 a.m. tomorrov)
Students should sign up in the Engineer Building Room 337. For information contact Troy Wanl at 370
0612.

The Re [’Dn.\ -NA\ isory Pro
I en
grant is ottei mg a lecture
Kiavit,
1.-). -;t) tomon.o,
Stutlent Union Pacheco Room. t’all
Virginia ().Reill 11 -’77-2005 kir ill
formation.
Campus \I
will hold a
meditation gimp at 5:30 p ni to
morrow in the chapel at 300 S loth
St. For infoi illation contact Natalie
Shiras at :Ns or,04

VA!,

MCC
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.
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A brief look at off-campus news

uake costs
at $125 million
\ ’St .111 s \ Pi
I
Iarthquake loss estis 75. Million \.A ith 111,619
mates lumped Vlondas
t \ c(1tild Milt:I:1k pie
strliCtill
kl.i111,q2L’cl 01
pilled to ask Piesident Iteagaii to detlare a federal disaster.
in a report to (his.. ((col ge 1>eukniejian, state diSasiel
rIple11111111:11.1. daniage estimate of
S,
.;
damage to 9,164 homes and 1,455
businesses
There s\as an additional S8.I
damage to
ts said him Mullins of the state (Mike
piibl
ot l meigen. s set \ it es
lom lierinaii. a spokesman tor the goyernor.
).11,1 material foi .1 disastei decimation W a% being re\ less ed and that 1/eukinenan kk as Clpedt..11 it)
toissard the request to the Federal Fmergency lan
agenient Apencs
l’pon ;winos al by the president. residents Vs 111 he
JTIl ’sett thiough the media on procei.lures tor obtaining loss inteiest loans and othei federal assistance,
\ lullins said. -1 federal disaster tleclaration makes
tunds anti sery lees as
s tims.
Rubble ss
being cleated Ionday from the
dowitottii Whittei wed. deseribed as looking "like
doss moss n litout
T \senty buildings ViCre COIldt:11111ell alld 1110IV
111:111 2.000 i10111Os \Sae damaged in
Sall Ciabriel
Valles cits ot \\limier. where the destruction vs as
\\ ides’ spiead.
ihe (lamage occurred during Thursday’s
\ lost
(make. »Inch measured 6 1 on the Richter scale. liut
M.: !Wee’s( III ’,el les tit at tershoeks, a 5.5 pre-dassn
temblor Sunday . heaped much more damage ori al-

ready -weakened structures.
At least seven people were killed by falling debris in heart attacks, 200 were injured and hundreds
%ere so frightened they still refuse to sleep indoors
and insist on camping out nightly on lawns and in
parks.
"My husband brought the family here after we
lost our home from the big ( 1984) earthquake in MexCu!,
said Lupe Reyes. 12. who sat with her four
children in MacArthur Paik near downtown Los Angeles. " NOW here vo: are again. ’’
Adding to the uncertaims was a warning from
the U.S. Geological Sur sey predicting more aftershocks.
"Although aftershocks tollov) no precise pattern, such tremors are a common occurrence after a
si/able earthquake." said USGS spokesman Don
Kelly.
Another problem tor the Red Cross is finding
housing for the displaced.
"The problem with this quake is it destroyed
most of the low-income housing in the (Whittier)
arca." Wright said. "We don’t know v)here we are
going to put these people...

Brown won’t run before ’89
oAki Am) j Ap)
former California Gov.
Jerry 13rok ruled out reenov int() politics before
1989 and said a lack of big issues has prompted Dem()LT:10, piesidential candidates to focus on lesserknoss topics. much to their disadvantage.
"Fin not going to stay out forever." Brown said
\londay. "When I return depends on a lot of factors
When asked what those factors were. he said.
’ ’The probability of success."
Brown made his remarks before and after his
speech to the Third Annual World Teleport Association asseinhly, a three-day conference with more than
400 delegates from across the world.

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT

Place an ad
in the
Spartan Daily.
277-3171

efitTIAKS

Lunch Special $1.95 M -F 11:30-2pm
VVE FEATURE

C’hristian
Asian
\ inerican
Fellowship ys ill hold their sseek Is
meeting at 7:00 p.m tomorross
the Student Union Costanoan Room
Chin at
For information eolitaLl I
997-7808.

Fried Rice
Barbegue Ribs
Sweet & Sour Pork Pork Rib Stew
Sweet & Sour Ribs
Beef Stew
Curried Chicken

Zucchini & Pork Jumbo Egg Rolls
Bell Peppers Beef Chicken Brocca
Chow Mein
Beef Cauliflower
Pom Pan Cticken

Corner of 8th & E. Santa Clara. Open 7 days a week.
(One block from the School of Engineering)

SPARTAN
PUB g

Flitr’’

S

/RONDA

PRESENTS

$1.85
Any two combination selections. ;
or
$2.75
Any three combination selections.
Not vahd with any other offer
One coupon per order. Exp. 10/13.’87 ,

FREE junto egg roil
with purchase of any 3 cr more
combination selections
at regular prices.
Not valid with any other offer.
Not valid up to 4 orders.
Exp. 10/13,87.

CAMDEN HONDA
2020 CAMDEN AVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95124

Monday Night
Football

377-8780
perms lAt only Noon ow a Who me,. swarm
%wroth kene inewil to twee Thu SOS

Big Screen
T.V.

JOIN US IN
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1\4’0400GS

,SOAA*
WeA.,Oct el Pkk
OP\
$0.)t10.:\G2430
’ccoGts0,0,ock
1

F

,Ock

SPARTAN PUB
For the
Baseball

Play Offs !

e),S*AVO

CN
THE
BIG SCREEN
10/6
10/7

Macy’s Eastridge,
Oakridge & Sunnyvale
will be on campus:

AONN
Andre Angeles. Pamela Armstrong, Tom Herg.
Montour Drumm Christina 1-atseas. Casey 11111
lard. Warren Johnson Kimberely Wand, l)antia
Page. Joh* Salamicla !Win Squaghe (lama In,
ner
Marketing Congullants
Jennifer I ekkes. Sue Johnson. I Jana Mar, Sharon
Marshall Ironer Nelson, Susan Hoch

Daily Delivery

1 he \ IFSI.0 (International \
sociahon in Students Ill lillsIllOss I
Will hold all international maiketing
meeting ss ith a speakei t Tom 1:.(i&(i
Geometries in Sunny s ale tomorross
at 6130 p.m. in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room For information
contact Stacy ’’).) -1,75

Eam extra money for the
holidays! As a Christmas
Extra at Macyls California
you can choose from
temporary, full or parttime positions, enjoy
flexible hours and a
discount on your
purchases. Positions
available include.’ sales,
gift wrapping, and stock.

Photographers
Sue Howling, Ken Johnston. Amellta Manes. Krad
Shnakawa. I/an Sweeney

Arrow* Feecutives
Sieve Ayabe Paul Cronpagna. I awrence Flores
Ake Fairbanks, Ray (even. Susan Htwhola. Co
throne I lulana Jacqueline Jenkins. Neon John
son Matt Johnson. Kathy I ochne.
Psrem
Kelly Seehg, tom Stuart Matt Tows

Vi III 1101(1 a Meet-

Macy’s is Hiring for Christmas

RePorters
Kreni Ainsworth, RUSS Hawerly. Charlotte Kanta.
Nelson Cardadeina. Karen M ITerenn. Kathy
Dwyer. I dwin Garcia. I mains. Grant. Krenda Tai
I am. Iblve I armor, Richard Moltnni. Molly
(awn Juhe Roger.

National Account Estrin***
C ample Arlen T’indy.lohnson
Sp.
SKPOPS I see-Wives
Ronmla Kreckenridge. firm& Titus Janet

\

6,inorross at 12:30 p.m. For further intoiniation contact Dr. Burke
at 277 2397.
ing
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10/8
10/9
10/13
10/14
10/20
10/21
10/22

5-9
12-4
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-9
12-4
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-9

BALL PARK FRANKS
WITH CHIPS
$2.00
.r’

During
the

At.,.
(11c.7’...1.14111
iat./ ,111L

Oct 6-Costanoan Room in
the Student Union
11:00am-2:00pm

. ’ >477M

Oct 7-BC 001
2:30pm-5:30pm

-

Sponsored hv ( areer Planning & Placement I-01
more info & applications
( all 277-2272

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
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Spartans host Stanford; win streak stops at 10
It) Holly ()Ism
Daliy staff war.,
The Spaitans ended then 1,\ 0
keek on the toad \tale\
tenure
this past neekend
ith then hist
match loss against Cal State 1 ong
lieach on Saturn,’ \
1.11,1,1\ ’s match against 1
\ me ,(.1, ,1 1,101, ,
i,11.1

Volleyball
.1m, li to speak aliout
ine is a !midi imprined
"
5,11,1 coach
ef 1’1 -’.11
non
Liiintgoino \
easil . not because \\ e played \\ ell.
hut because the \ neie intimidated
Hie \ memos didn’t plin ide
much Lompetition in the lust ino
games as the Spat tans \\ on b scow,
; anil 15 ’ Something debol
unk:I \ nent niong in the duid game
\\ hen the Spartans lost 15
e eased up and lost to 1r \ me
\lont
\\ hen \\
\ el should ha \
;Joiner\ said He said that the Spat
\ ed more attentan.. should ha\ e
tion to the games iltiougholit
y eckend mat, hes
%WI) the fourth game 15
1116, 11111111C 111,11,11
I

S1\111,111,

10,1

all

0111)01111

to ne a school record of 1 I consecurne ;Yin. in their loss to Long
lieach on Satinday
1 ong Reach. ranked Sth
Me
Nt’A A polls. "came in smoking and
wad\ to pla \ olley ball against us."
\loingoniery said "1 knen from the
onset ne
011 against a tough
team
\limn/inner\ said he nasilt
pleased nith v games
\
Rut.
the lust game n as tlw best
"We 10,1 on an unfair
Ionteonlei. 111 the ’,owe
eta’
I ; I ; %kiwi) the hit the ball out
iets did a iecall ark’ said that one ot
pla cis touched the hall heture it
fitly

,1(..111
."1"‘1"11,

10

h""POine’-

nu

1011,11C,1 the hall
Atter
\ eta!
side outs. the game ended 15 1

011e

breakdowns tor the Spartans include
three
et \ outstaniling pltn,ers.’
that dominated the match tor 1,11Ig
especially in kills.
ShIle.
Montgoiner\ sant their best playel
hal 27 and \\ as hitting close to 600
percent
, they came in to \P.m
and vie came in not II, k in.- said
Montgoiner
loutgottler ilium. that part ift
the wain.. lack of polotimince \\ as
due to the long road nip
Fliey new all tiled going into
the neekend It definite’ \ had an imAtontgottierk
pact on out game
said -This %% eek kere looking loin:nil to getting bath into (1(11
ironment
And play mg in out on
We pla \ belie! that \\

"This is a non-conterowe
The Spartans v.1111 host Stanford
at 7:30 tonight in the Men’s Gym. match for us... Shay. said. "Tin
fourth
in
the
namore concerned about some difficult
Stanford is ranked
tion. the highest -ranked squad !OM.. matches that ne will face this weekhas faced this season.
end...
than Long licach.-said MontgomShaw noted that
will be
ery. "We n
liae to play our hest a good match because the). are a
good team. The match v. ill prove to
match of the year to heat theni.’
final tour team in 1986. Stan- be a good test for us and \\ill help us
ford is currently 10-.1 tor the year prepare for more critical matches
and 4-1 111 the Pacific 10 nut) their this neekend.in ly league loss to l’(.1 A
I.ast neek Nlontgoinery said
’Stanford does not like to lose that Stanford will he a "key match tin
the
Spartans. honinei. after this
against us.
!Montgomery said.
"Last year %VC V, ell: a better team v.eckeniTs loss. he \\ants the team to
than the \+ete. so
%%milt.] like to focus (111 looking past Stanford and
defeating Fresno State on WednesIlea( us e%en more.
Stanton( olle,,hall (.:0,101 1)011 day .
"It we concentrate too hard on
S11:1,,
said 11411 11,’
Ilas 1)(11
beating Stanford we may lose out
gi1.(:11 10111011’s 111,11C11111111:11 thought

"That call reall \ hurt us because at that nowt tht.. score should
he said
11.6e been 14- 1.;
The Spartans dropped the nevi
tnii games 15 13. 15 4
loss n as me \ 1"Saturtla
tahle.. Montgoiner\ said -It Lip Peale," 10 lis as coaches that this %,,p,
coining \Ve ha \
heen playing
wal n. ell "
ALL:01,1111g to \11111tpliiier.
the tactois 6:stilling in

He ended his career null 56;
home?.
-

.1 nail’ to he temonhereil
who nlwavs played hard
211\ \\hi) non.- Jackson

Dick

Montgomery,

SJSU volleyball coach
Lime in the match against Fresno
and ne might also he too ttred,\lontgoiner\ said."Fresno is not a
great team. hut theOe capable of
pla mg Ilettei than the \ did last
time

Spartan Stats
weeklv look at football iiiimbcrs

Mike Perez Update
Despite leaving Saturday’s game early to nurse a stiff
shoulder and neck, the Spartans’ Heisman Trophy hopeful
still threw for 166 yards and two touchdowns while completing
13-01-21 passes. Here’s a look at Perez’s statistics through
five games this year as compared to last year’s.

Farewell Reggie
)
P,
Flierell he
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no mow MI1(111116 1,1 Reggie Jackson
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\
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Jackson said Sunda\
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long "
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in Ins tinal plate ap
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league totals 01 ’.584 hits and 1.702

’Basically, they
came in to win and
we came in not to
win.’

1987
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Passing
Attempt
Completions
Yards
Percentage
Touchdowns
Interceptions

179
112
1,341
62.6%
9
7

234
135
1,660
57.6%
8
10

Rushing
Attempts
Yards
Yards carry
Touchdowns

18
-9
-0.5
1

19
20
1.1

197
1,332
266 4

253
1,680
336 0

Category

said altel Oakland’s 5 .7 loss to the
Chicago \\line So \
Jackson announced his ietire
ment List neck

His caleet began nith the Kan
sas
Ntliletics in 1967 and ended
\\ ith the same tianchise. non in
Oakland. atter stops in Baltimore.
Ney link and Calitornia
"He has learned a lot about
\\ inning over the \ ears and passed it
on to out ttittig
Manago
Ton \ 1 aktissa said
(bi Sunday . I aRtissa \\ as iele
In-ming his 4 ;id hirthday hut he
knen the da \ belonged to .1aLkson.
\\ hi. he statteLl as 1)H and also let
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nas thew nal) his lineup card and
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hear hug
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Typsetting
Macintosh
Slats
Copies
Printing

AR
Macintosh $7.50,/hr.
Laser Copies 50C
Copies 31/2c
Free

Pick-up & Delivery*
with muumuu, ,,ider

FREE
Medium
Soft Drink
V0,1111111,..ptir,11.1,col

CHICKEN SAI AD
FUNA
ROAST REEF
AND 10 MORE

douipo(

1893 W San Carlos
Away from Downtown Traffic

E San Carlos 947 1333
S1SU Student ID Only

971-3278

Put Some Fun
In Your Life
Read the Entertainer
Published every

HOMECOMING

Sat. Oct. 10th
KICKOFF 1:30 P.M.
vs. New Mexico State if,
Tailgate parties start @ 9 30 AM
(LIVE BANDS)
Free mini football with this AD Limit
one one football per person SJSU
ticket office only
Tickets Available at Athletic Ticket
Office 8. A S Business Office in the
Student Union

AT

SPARTAN

liamearlD8l

Homecoming Week: Monday, Oct. 5th-Friday, Oct. 9th
Homecoming Game: Saturday, Oct. 10th

Variety Show
Street Fair
Yell Fest
Pep Rally Featuring:

.111Li,lk 11’

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICt IFS INCLUDE
CI.UB
TURKEY

COPYLAND

971-2722

THE BIGGEST PARTY
OF THE YEAR!

Thursday in

Heisman Trophy Candidate
Mike Perez
President
Gail Fullerton
Athletic Director
Randy Hoffman
Spartan Head Coach
Claude Gilbert
SJSU Football Team
SJSU Cheerleaders
BBQ with KWSS
Red Cross Blood Drive
Homecoming King and Queen FinalistsHeismanTr"Ph‘ ""‘""’"i’v Per"

Today’s Event

VARIETY SHOW

( rTh N

man irophy ( andldate
MIke Pere,

FOR ALL TICKET
INFORMATION

GroupiCorporate
Faculty/Stalf
Students/Alumni.
Rates

STADIUM

The
Spartan
Daily

Morris Daily Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
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A brief look at yesterday’s news

och

Local News

General News

The Sov iet space rocket, Cosmos ’87, blasted
off from somewhere inside the Soviet Union on
Sept.29 after a I 4 -day delay.
The SJSU biology and chemistry departments
will receive samples from the laboratory rats and
rhesus monkeys on board the Soviet rocket.
Once the SJSU departments receive samples of
the laboratory animals. Dan Holley. SJSU biology
researcher. and his co -researchers will he measuring
the amount of neurotransmitters
the chemicals
which enable nerves to communicate with one another
in certain organs of the rats.

In Friday’s Journal of the American Medical
Association.a California doctor wanted that storing
medicines in automobile glove compartments during hot weather can make the drugs ineffective.
Some medicines can become hamrdous. such
as those for heart conditions. because they "are of
extreme importance to a person’s health and even to
keeping them alive," said Dr. Richard Seymour, a
Visalia internist.
He measured the temperature of several glove
compartments and found they could reach 150 degrees in summer, 130 degrees as early. as March and
I 10 degrees. as late as mid -November in Visalia.
located in Calif
a’s often -hot San Joaquin Valley.
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The SJSU men’s basketball team will be facing
a tough schedule this season.
Six of the teams that the Spartans will face this
season reached posiseason play last year.
"We’ll play good opponents in a hostile environment.- said Bill Flerry. SJSU basketball coach.
"It will show us what we need to work on to improve,’’ he added.
The American Red Cross is conducting its semester blood drive at SJSU this week in the Student
Union Ballroom.
The drive is part of this week’s Homecoming
celebration. Points will he awarded to groups that
participate.
The organi/ation with the highest percentage
of members donating blood will receive a plaque
from the Red Cro, in addition to points toward the
Homecoming trophy

46

A sexual harassment pamphlet is now available
to S.ISt ’ students in the Affirmattv c Action Office
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MAJOR CRUISE LINES now hiring
&Merles to $60K Customer se.
Ice, cruise directors. mechanics,
kitchen help & entry level Call
NOW I-518459-3734API 0404.

OF CHRIST iust oft campus. SI N
8th SI . 286-0348 N.d a ride, We
are Christ Centered Bible believ-

24hrs
OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY now hir.
Ing. ail positions. Part-time. tdx
hrs. positive work environment
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Superconducting materials can relay information faster than today’s fiber-optic systems. according to two new studies.
One day. huge volumes of data may be transmitted instantaneously. a report said.
Superconducting lines may he able to transmit
the equivalent of 1,0(X) Encyclopedia Britannica
sets per second, according to researchers at the Univesity of Rochester in New York and Cornell University in Ithaca. N.Y.

end people loving
Bible
classes Sunday at 9 30 A M
Tuesday at 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship al 10 AM 86PM Dorrn
Bible studies available

Join a winning tearn, Apply in person 2.4 pm M -F OLD SPAGHETTI
FACTORY. 51 N San Pedro St
PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL MELP!
Nattonal firm now has immediate
openings’ Starting pay rate is
SI 0’ No experence Is needed be-

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure s. A S office or

cause of our Intensive on the lob
training program Good math and

call (408) 371-6811
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE isn’t II time
you got down to the business of
your life purpose, Alternative C.

reading skills r a
plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are availed* and some flexibility
is allowed during final exams In

reerwork
Assessments
Since
1970 Carol Willis, M A . 734-9110

addition. if you qualify. corporate
scholarships we awerded. Internships are possible. and you may
@ern 2,3.4 credits per quarter or

AUTOMOTIVE

semester

During your winter,
spring and especially summer
breaks. full time wort Is available
Cell today dr Int mullion and an
Interviews or calf Monday through

16 YAMAHA

RZ350 Perfect cond
easy parking al SJSU. grl mpg
New reg helmet. tie downs inci
51800 firm. 225-3620. 985-8658

COMPUTERS

Friday between 10 and 3PM. (406)
922-0666 II the line is busy.
please be patent and try agaln

PC -COMP Computer & Accesories.
404 S 3rd St .2. (408) 295.1606
One block from campus Network
$995 IBM AT compatible $ t .095
X T $525 Printer P10801 $179

An equal opportunity company
READERS FOR HIGH SCHOOL essays About 36 hr Englieh-lournalism major preferred Call 9986300. ALMS. ask for Mr Ander.
son. Wave name and number

Hard disk. modem, mouse
6.
off for students with I
Com
outer & Accessories 404 S THIRD
ST San JoSe 1408) 295 1606

RECEPTIONIST

Busy software mfg
hes part-Ilmelittlernoon) position available Will handle busy
phone.. assist with filing, typing,
(will train), nd
otter chrical

FOR SALE

tasks Requires 1 year related experience. typing 40 wpm. and

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
has been
SAN JOSE Institution
for 15 years College-level students of history. politics! science,
Black. Asian and Chicano studies. social work women s studies, labor history, and insrvism &
socialism should come In and

chlkften s, mysteries. end
much more Posters. records &
periodlcols - end the Juan Ch. con Gallery featuring political.

etry.

2930. (3 blocks south of ’280)

HELP WANTED
ROOK KEEPERS.
CI EFIKS. Fern money while developing an impressive resume
through lob .peilence Pert lime

SECURITY RECEPTION oil shifts ft pt
55-36 Itr to siert Full benefits, no
experience needed Apply VAN.
GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Spitt
B lvd

between Clicott & San Tomes Sand Cisr Call 727.9793
CO ha p t openings
clerical work. technical support &
programming Sor. exp w
PC desirsbd Training provided
50 310
profit side
Selery

SOFTWARE

Ing

ers etc earn top dollar doing tele
marksting for No Celli largest
Flpilbe hour. for
newspaper
flexible people. all shifts Cell

er s license and be obi. to lilt 60
lb. Call (415 493-1800 1445
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIV has
FT PT opening on weekend PIM
for an automted equipment op.,
ator Requires 1-3 yrs E M sew.,
bly cderlence or equWlieni E0 in
’chyme computer knowledge,
U S cRiren Cell 415-493-1800
1445

MATH applItude
10 key blind Fital worker Will
Ireln C811295-5002

CLERK PART TIME

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVESI.........
Telemarketing Salm.. Walking
disiance to SJSU Choose your

INSTRUCTOR

for preschool gym
Ages 2-5 Tues & Thur. from
w children
9em-NOON
WANTED

own hours &they. bonuses. comrnlition C.11996-4526

HOUSING

gibed Santa Clews Perks & RPnlietkm Cali Tricia for Info at sax.

WELSH I NEED extre hem. around the
5 yr old Fe
& with my 3
RIM. nonemkr pref Call 723.

2

view

CASHIER. PART TIME Mon -Fri & Sol
Apply in person lo Crnden
Honda, 2020 Camden Ave .S J

01.1001111AN FOR APTS nr cempus
OM know rep. plumbing 37 hr
Don-295-884 t

hours

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION hes a
receiving cdrk
F T opening lor
1 yr materiel handling experMr.c
wind dr.
required Must have

today 370-9096",

GYMNASTICS

FlexibM

blinks
south of SJSU campus Call C.
al 377-5128 to rrange an inter.

4593
BACK TO SCHOOL """"""""’""’
Back to Work
.... "I
Greet lob opportunity for return.
Mg students Part time tob seek.

program
preferred

286-5880

S J 432-8066

RM FOR RENT San Joeie Townhouse
1 2
2 car ga$325 mo
rage. swInwool. 973-6309
ROOM TO RENT. FEMALE. erg.
house w spa 1 pool. 1290 nto
Mettles divided NI. area. cell
Lynn at 9961935

NMI ter more info
MG18101 Government jobs your arm
S19,000-1618,000 Call (1302) 838119811 rn 4250

STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 mem North
of campus OuNt security bond.
Ing SingMs only 3395 to 3425 Su
permed. one block. bus &
rail neertry No pet. Near inter.
section al 1011M0 10111N 4th St.

JOBS!
JOBS!
4091.
Lela a/ money fm
aind
evening.
Telentarketing,
weekends irk. for students Sal
are, bonus end wean contests.
CM 370-9090

2.5-11641
S

EL ECTROLYSIS CL INIC!! Unwanted
hair removed forever Confidential 335 S Baywood Ave , San
Jose. call 247-7486 for appointment

live

COMPANION

WANTED to

with

sincere handicepped
man Want to establish lasting
relatIonthip! Please call Brian an
298-2308
HIL LEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION! Shabbat dinners. turtles.
films,
outing..
Wednesday
Lunch and Learn. discussion..
!smell dencing, and much more.
For info call HILLEL at 294.8311
I d like to meet witty, vivacious. altruistic woman I in an occentionsily charming. busy 27 yr. old
engr
grad student. multilingual
& widely traveled 1 rn genuinely
good
hearted.
guile
decent
looking & bright (3 mato. I
ploy risque con,. books. Modigilanl. foreign Ilims & cued*
(spicy),

latIn
music
(lousy
dancer) I admin. those w strong
deslre
to
learn create contrib.
show high deg of sensitivity &
awareness Girlfriend of 4 yrs & I
separated I rn sterling to feel like
meeting someone
You’re expressive. Indere. kind erudite (un.
les. wealthy. cumulate & horny)
Attempt et friendship,’ P 0 B
160103 Cupertino Ca 95016

counseling. programs nel study

OFFICERS
PROCESS
SERVERS FT PT S 0.Swil shifts.
FT PT evening process servers
Vie will Dein Apply in prson M.F
9AM-4PM, 260 Meridian Ave . S J .

ACTIVISTS. MAKE S$S, Mka a Miler.. register DEMOCRATS to
vole Full time pert time Cell 24)-

Melvin

Ave . Mountain View. Ca 94043

SECURITY

& full time positions ACCOUNTANTS ON CAI , 2635 N 1st SI

or

pin Please call CAMPUS MIN.
ISTRY
298-0204 for worship.

call Tricia at 984-3257

ACCOUNTANTS

926-2016
Stanley
Loa. message

come in to apply Strategic Simu
latIons. Inc ,
1046 Rengstorft

Ed w children required SANTA
CLARA PARKS & RECREATION.

third world, end women s
BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP -450 S First St Seri Jose, 294.

campus on Monday nights if you
have dorm room or apartment
nearby, please call 926-2946 or

gpx1 verbal and written communications skills Send return. or

for
after
school
36 66 hr . rec maior

both new and used books in the
above fields es well as fiction. po-

A FEW CHRISTIANS would love to
hop an informal Bible study near

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday
UTHERAN 10 45
?
CATHOL IC 6 30 pm and 8 00

RECREATION SPECIALISTS NEEDED

browse We also have. in English
trerdlation. Soviet terxtbooks In
My social sciences We carry

PERSONALS

NINTI472110

I br 1 es. 1485 rno
$2130 deposal Off street perking

opponunities
Rev
Wane
Shires, Father Bob Leger, Sister
Judy Ryer), Rev Norb Firnhaber
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ATTENTION SPARTANS!. THIRSTY,
Drink Bottled Water ite pure. nel
The

BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waxing.
tweetInt or using chemical depill.
tones Let ma permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini. tummy, moustache. etc)
15 per.nt discount to students
and faculty Call before December
31.1987 and get your did eppt at
1 2 prIce "Unwonted Hair Olsappars With My Care ’ Gwen Chel.
grein R E , 559-3500, 1645 S Bascom Ave MC
Tomorrow"

DISC

Hair Todey Gone

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR,
Dr
Christopher Ciebrie
0 D
Quality & last service et warenwly
low price Complete eye rn
including glaucoma check, com
pet. contact lenses service for
Ismily Fashion frames and sun
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TYPING
AAAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT,
ACK NOWL.
ACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE in typing that s lops
Thanks.
trust Tony 296.2087
$1 50 per page double spec..
Avellabie

seven dives weekly
Ouick turnround Ail work guarThanks
anteed
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every lime Ex.
perlenced with school reports.
theses. tienscrIption. and group

kJ

tor *Ingle. Call 993-3711

gl
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rel.,.

and
sured 6.1 on the Richtei
killed at least sit people in the I Os
Angeles area. caused the initial
5 5 inavnitude
cracking. SLIIILlait
aftershock. which Annie(’ one life,
caused even mole serious damage.
he said.
"It looks like another aftershock like the other one (Sunday)
Heaton added.
will Ming it doss
take it oft. -We’ll (lase
mo
les
ssood-frame
el.
The
:111 :111 office
home. viltich is
building and is at least 60 .31:iITS

is owned by the C’alifomia Institute
of Technology. located across Wilson Aenue.
The maior responsihilit of the
CSGS. Pasadena held Mine
to
monitor
aitiv ity throughout
Southern California and install additional seisitiometers after significant
earthquakes to obtain accurate records ot aftershocks.
The Mike also conducts a wide
range of follow up studies to determine the mechanic, of fault ruptures
that cause quakes.

Classified
and test turn around availed*
Students receive discount Ac
cost Data, 281-4982
ask for Teresit

yr last minute word processing
needs, 24 hr turneround Pick-up
& delivery on campus. 259.8794
ABSTRACT WE RF NOT! Academic

HIL L SANTA
TERESA
B1 OSSOM
area Fast, quality typing and
word processing of your resume.

word processing our specialty

academic
Avatiable

Reasonable rates We re Nettlependable.grammar-expedenced

rm.

college grads. so call us with pa.
...ports. theses (asp SCIENCE)Pc et 251.0449
ACADEMIC

AND

PROFESSiONAl

word processing Years ot expert
ence serving SJSU faculty and
students HP tourist oulput Ail

or business needs
seven
days
s

pers. group protects. theses, elc
Profestional word procesting.
free disk storage Quick return. all

31 60 page. double.spaced typing
and spelling $1 85 page typing
and full proofreading Candbeii
area .1.al pick-up and delivery

ENTERPRISE

WORD

PROCESSING

needs Serving Evergreen. SSJ &
how minutes from SJSU Student

Mead specialists Also term pa.
per., mpuscriple screenplays.
resumes. repetitive Mt.., tren.
prIptIon Fr. SPEI CHEN. copy

rates

edit.

emliable

Call

kleurmn

disc storage Oul. turn.
Pound Sento Clad 246.5825

(408)224-01352, Slarn lo Oprn
APA FORMAT, term paper. thesis wel-

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

comed 10 years typing ward pro.

academic, business. legal word
processing needs Term papers.
reports. rest.. cover letters.

ceseing etperience. letter quality
printing Very competitive rates

guaranteed Professional. quick &
dependable service at AFFORD*.
BL F RATES!" Cali Pam at 24 7,
2681 (SANTA CI ARA) Further

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSiNG’
Ail types of pipers ell lengths

Professional

Theses, po.
pers. resumes and dissertations
Ail of your business or academic

ago, SPEL C HF K. punctuation and
rpm., assistance
All work

.vIngs with referral discounts’

365-1012

4504
ACCURACY ASSURED
Word Processing

group protects. manuals theses.
dis.rtations. etc Ali academic
formes
APA Free disk stor.

CAI l LIND TODAY! Avoid the rush!
Reserve now for your lerrn pa.

work guarenteed Cassette Ir.available
Aimplensc notion
Branham area 7 days week 264-

work guaranteed Minutes from
campus. call PJ at 923-2309

available 666-6960

ning. Cell MARCIE st 926-1274
(iv rytssg on my machine)
PROCESS IT WRITE’ Faculty and students can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters
reports, resumes. publication..
manuscripts
correspondence.
etc Will aid in grimmer spelling
punctuation For prompt. 7 day
re.pon.
leme rnes.ge for
Pinned at 1408) 280-1821

SUCCESS

ENTERPRISE
PROFES.
SION.. TYPING & business sp.

vices Fast reasonable & mar uni
versity Call 14081292-4047
TEMA

PAPERS RESUMES,.
Need
help, Call S 0 S " Group pro
purred.
essays.
iPts.
inIsc re.
eater
ports Fr. spelling check

and del I only type In the eve

735-6845 (S.)

TYPING,

RE ASONAEIL E
RATES
Sante Clara area Cali Patti et 24.5633 and leave message

WORD PROCESSING’ Students, Instructors emelt business Term

lets. theses. etc Call Fen al 2792152

pus all day Tutes & Thurs & early
m on Mon Wed Fri for easy p u

individual instruction with piperlenCed techer
Sunnyvale

SJSU TYPIST 2 docks from campus

Wes horn school Plck.up and delivery. too. GI. your peelers that

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN paw typed
Iasi, I et me help, S2 pg. dbl sp
Resumes are S5 pg I m on cam-

printers
Resumes
cover letters tor 1988 summer Int...Ships and all lob career opportunities
Competitive rates
Also ofier typing and WP training

WORD EXPERTISE Word processing
thesis dismrtatIon menuscript
English
French
Spanish Call

WRITING & WORD
PROCESSING! 35 years ederionce Stuoent Discounts Cer.r
Center af 243-4070

Word processing. typing & set.
ling
Free
disk
storage
51 25 page double spaced typing
Term papers. reports cover let

profinslonol touch CPI today to
reserve your lin.
251-4865

quality

RE SuME S""!

effordeble
student writing assistance. edit
Mg word processing typing Min.

UCID ENTERPRISES

371.8220

papers. IN... re.m.S. Menusis dissertations mass mailing
spell chCM
Re110..01/1
rate. Call K & R DESKTOP SERViCE at 274.7562 limited pick up
& delivery
WRITING. RESERCH SERVICES All
pitted. 0.1111. witted Re
writing edfling papier and the..
development and assioloncs
resumips Word processing
sit.
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phone 243-39134

service
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lime before the rush! (406) 946.62 Penned Words and More

income Is we can finel
o ld *popes for which you are
qualifted We guarantee iti Call or
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how you can recolm financiel old
from the private *actor Write
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common intereet groups Orearl
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present time...

prowcts
Plck-Up 8 Delivery.
Grammer Chpk, Editing avoll.
able Student discount Only 12
minutes away Cali now to reserve
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PASADENA (API
Recent
earthquakes irreparably damaged the
brick chimney atop the LI.S. Geological Survey’s field office here. and it
must he removed, scientists said
Monday.
The chimney was "cracked all
alone the rootline and several of the
bricks have come out." said seisinoloist Tom Heaton. scientist in
cliare of the office. "It seems to be
rather precariously. positioned at the

739-0736 or (800)648-1661

overwhelmingly
neglected
Al Scholastic Coned!.
source

PHONE SFRVICE WITI4OUT your ovrn
phone? Easy with AMVOX a 24 hr
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Quakes damage geological survey office

Bonus Tweet tickets. Western
extra tickets or other. Will pay up
to 3350 each (cash) Call (9110

NEED CASH FOR COL LEGE, Financial aid horn the private sector Is
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(41S) 3404407
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come SJSU students
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Super thin lenses fp high power
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Gerre Mahoney

at reasonable rat. Call Desir.
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REWARD YOURSEL F WITH best EUROPEAN secret (unadvenised)
hair and skin products Rare bust.
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Home On The Range

for your wedding, party. or dance

13Y
sonabty priced
MENT (408) 259-5941
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CLAP!
CLAPI

Desk. Michel. formerly of KSJS
You
got the party, we
got
the music, Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music

Box 9, Sen Jo., Ca
211.
Sweeney
Hall
through Friday
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I
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Good Clean Fun

Guaranteed letter quality sc.racy Free disk storege proofing

SERVICES
free delivery Cali lodey
Friendly Folks". 971.2640

PROFESSIONAL

ONCE uFt* Av.*, THERE
MI A Crilic c,otoeH PUPPY
EvERAtoor LOVED HIM. ONE
DAY He NAS ouT NAV*,
BIRDS, WHEN HE AV
SOME RAT PoisoN AND
WO THE END.
\,
,A is

\

c?,

Cali 224.3939 Agent 286-8840

REAP NE A
SThRY oR
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Edna Kauffman received a postcard from her
husband card that had been mailed during
World War II, almost 44 years before.
The yellowed card hearing a 3 -cent stamp and
a 1943 postmark was hand delivered to Kauffman
after the Post Office had attempted to deliver it to
her 1943 address.
Kauffman. who wrote the card while in hoot
camp, died of a heart attack in %lay I 966.

FEMALE

Sheila Neal

N0,1
DON’T FEEL
Lig IT,
GET our
oF HEKE

Classified
AWAY FROM HOME and you don t
know where to find a plsce of
worship," Consider the CHURCH
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Register

Disabled

Front/wee /
enrolled through CAR in my business classes, 17 percent never
showed up,’’ Lanser said.
He suggested in the letter that
students who don’t show up or notify
the instructor by the first class hour
should be dropped and not allowed
to enroll in another section of the
same course.
The registration process has become worse this year because of increased enrollment. said Louie Baroizi, chaimian of the Academic
Senate.
The Instruction and Research
Committe,. is currently reviewing a
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or ribbons
to wain a Hind student that an obsta
cle is in !him or Mem
"Blind people generally depend on their sense ot hearing, and
with all the noise in the ha,. kground.
it’s :Milo., impossible to know when
vou’re approaching one of the
ifill1C)44.. I /4 ))1 ner said.
Sta%C1.11 Nile’s

’’( hie , the worst esamples
1 ’% e seen so tar occurred last Fridav.’ said lotin \ loore. president ol
the I hsahled NI in.ents
I
" !hoe were three tirkks and two
large cranes in the 111.11..1 pathway on
Seventh street one 01 the trucks
had long tvvo
tours sti, king out
horn all sides ot the bed... presenting a lia/ard to everyone. particularly the blind
"lin really concerned about
the vv hole issue.- Schutter said.
k we haven’t
has been
had .111 11111111Cs II 4111)4011C were to
111111Ie
1.111 themselves. the college
would t Ind itself rinsed up III 41 very
large law suit
e is really nothing that
he done allout the noise. but
w hen someone ))14%.*, 111411 .1 relm/II
III need 4)1 41),114111,C.

Arnelita Manes Dady
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"The in:gorily ot the disableil
appreciate it w hen someone orte,
them help. I ),iv% no said It some
one doesn’t appreciate it and gets of
tended. then that". their problem. History
professor
Peter
lituariski is also ,orkerned with the
lia/aids that the constructions sites
might cause

hard and feel good about themselves."
Spartan fans will get another
opportunity
to show their support
From page I
Saturday
%Olen SJSC takes on New
two home games, with the home
opener against Eastern Illinois Uni- Mexico State University at 1:30
p.m. in the
Homecoming
, c1,01\ diawing Itt,237.
I his means that attendance is game at Spartan Stadium.
down nearly 25 percent from the
Tickets are currently on sale
projected turnout.
through Friday in the Spartan Ticket
"I’m a little hit concerned beMen’s Gym at
cause it’s important for us from a fi- Office. located in the
streets.
nancial standpoint to draw well and Fifth arid San Carlos
Student general admission tickmake the buck... ( iilbert said.
ets are $5 each Students can buy
The lack ot Ian support hasn’t two with an S.ISl. student identificaseemed to have taken a noticeable tion card.
toll on the players though. Gilbert
Other ticket prices are $6 for
said.
student reserved, SI 0 for reserved
"I think (the players) feel seats between the goal line and the
somewhat disappointed as well. - 30-v ard line and $12 for resersed
Gilbert said. -They work awfully seats between the 30-y ard lines.

Football
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could ask it we need
any help.’ 1)ow net said
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staff photographer

I Itige cranes. like this one blocking Seventh Street, provide obstacles to

blind people or those in wheelchairs on campus. The cranes are used for
work at the Engineering Building and Rec Center construction sites.
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For Registration Materials Contact

TESTING OFFICE, ADM. BLDG. 218
277-2964

(Corner of atn and san Carlos)

Compliments ,)I

Associated Students
of SJSU

FREE TODRY onLy !!!
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F C REAM c HOCOLATES

Stop by our cart in the
courtyard between the
Student Union and the Bakery
for a FREE TASTE TREAT.
SPFIRTRD FOOD SERVICES
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"Happy holidays from
the Kodak
family."
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Management
Opportunities
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"When the new Engineering
Building and the new Recreation
Center and pool are added." she
said. "we expect that to go up by
about 30 percent..
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Tickets on sale now at the Spartan Ticket Office
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On Sunday’. the use was about
12.6 million. and that’s not very
high at all. he said.
At SJSU. total expendatures for
energy run more than $3 million dollars a year. San Juan said.

Deadline to register: October 9, 1987

Tuesday, October 6
at Spartan Gym 7:30 PM
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"But we have had to ask heavy
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proposal that would require SJSU in- as added or canceled classes.
structors to drop any student who
By using electronically type -set
doesn’t show up on the first class
computer discs the schedule of
day
classes could be printed overnight
This would peirint students pe- using
athertiser, and sponsors
titioning to receive 41Nailable seats on to pay for the printing costs, he said.
the first day of school, instead of
"Why van’t vve give a break to
heing forced to wait a long period of
local merchants who are our
time, Lanser said.
Lanser said that the problem is friends?" he said.
not solely the fault ot students. hut
Lamer said that he would rather
the fault of the registiation process.
go back to the registration process
"Many students don’t realiie used in the past at SJSU.
"We used to have a marvelous
how badly in error the printed schedregistration process in 1969," Lanule of CliISSeS really is.’" he said.
Because the schedule of classes sei said. "F ery thing was done by
has to be ready for printing in Feb- hand. SttIlICIIIS 11tIld from one long
ruary. Lanser said that it becomes line on registration day and they
impossible to record any changes would pay fees. select 4:lasses and be
that occur later in the semester. such registered that same day.’’ he said.

Sign up for interviews at the Career
Placement Center, scheduled for
October 9th, or call collect
for more information:

(415) 452-2900

SAVE 20%*

when you order your
KODAK Slim-Line
Photo-Greeting Cards
or Color Prints early.
Offer good only October 1 - November 8.
’Applies

* Nuclear Engineering
* Business Management
* Law * Intelligence
* Medicine * Aviation
* Civil Engineering
* Shipboard Operations

lo quantities ol ill or more.

This holiday season turn your favorite color negative, slide,
or print into a KODAK PhotoLireeting Card. And don’t
forget tirorder KODAK Color Prints too
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Calculators: Push-button
brain poWer
’Ar And much more!
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cost you blood. sweat ancl
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to Consumer Electron.

k \file from Ihe
W clk:onie to Plu.s. the 110S magazine-sty le supplement
distributed through your campus 110% spaper. You’ll be seeing us
throughout the school year as we bring you special one-thetne
issues. And we think you’ll like what you seetopics of interest,
lively articles, and eye-catching artwork.
This first issue of Plus is "The College Guide to C’onsumer
Electronics." In it, %% e feature the world of electronics from the
consumer’s point or iew: what you need to knoy% about buying
and using today’s high-tech equiptnent.
Are you in the market for a computer, electronic typeyYriter,
or ad\ anced hand-held calculator to assist you in your studies?
Nlaybe you’ve been thinking about enhancing your living
space with a compact disk: player, telephone answering machine,
or other creature comforts. Regardless of what products you’re
after, you %%ant those that meet your needs. In school or out,
at work or play, you’re living in an
electronic world... and college is
just the beginning. That’s where
PIUS can help.
With so many choices available,
how do you decide what’s right for
you? Should you buy for the short
term or the long haul’? How do you
pick equipment that can "advance"
with you? Plus asks the questions
and supplies the answers.
Look for future issues of Plus
along
Gummi, newspaper. The feature topics will
change, but our goal remains the same: to help you make smart
buys.
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Awesome Savings
on WordStar
"I made the grade and saved
Dad megabucke
WordStar Professional,
Release 4 $125
WordStar 2000 Plus $125
Easy Extra $60
7F/0 Savings for
Students & Faculty
"An A + paper ... and I couldn’t have
done it without WordStar! I used to pull
all-nighters typing. But not anymore!
With my new WordStar word processing
software, preparing papers is hasslefree.
Now registered students ... and
faculty members too ... can purchase
their own package of the most widely
used word processing software in the
world for the absolute minimum price
... thanks to MicroPro’s educational
endowment program. Choose from any
of MicroPro’s top-of-the-line software,
including the new WordStar Professional, Rel. 4 or WordStar 2000 Plus or
Easy Extra.
To order your software at awesome
savings ... or to receive a FREE catalog
of MicroPro software products send in
the coupon today.
Make the grade with WordStar ... and
save Dad a bundle."

MicroPro

MicroPro International Corporation
Educational Sales
15 Loudoun St., SW., PO. Box 2246
Leesburg, VA 22075, (703) 777-9110
Name
Shipping
Address
Zip
City
State
Pease send your FREE catalog today!
Available
VVordStar Professional, Rel. 4 Student/
for IBM and
Faculty price S125 compatible
Suggested Retail, $41115
Student/
VVordStar 20)0 Plus
Microcomputers
on
Faculty price S125 Indicate
Suggested Retail. SAN"
order 5.114
Student/
Easy Extra
or 31/7
Faculty price S60 Diskette
Suggested Retai1,1140*
VISA Exp. Date:
Signature:
Card or:
MasterCard
Ail orders must be prepaid USe yOur VOSS or MasterCard. or enclose a money order or personal Owes
the proper amount made payable ro Mrcroaro CA. GA IL mA. NJ TX VA residents add appropriate
...hes tax
Students:Submit a photocopy of born your current student ID card and one other form of cornmonlY
accepted personal identification (driver’s license. Credit card. social security card)
Swells: Issue you, order on your school’s letterhead with your personal business card or a copy of
your faculty ID card
o..v n software pe,
Allow 4 *pelt, I, drilve,
Limo one npy
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College Is Just the Beginning!
boxes and VC’Rs ...camcorders and mini-TVs... comUpact disc players... personal computers... programmable microwave ovens...advanced calculators...high-tech
telephones. Sure, consumer electronic gadgets are fun. But is
there more to the electronics revolution than fun and (video)
gamesmore in it for you?
Experts on and off campuses say students who cozy up to
consumer electronics feel more confident of their academic and
social skillsand their chances in tomorrow’s job market.
What’s more, today’s electronics boom is just the start of a
lifetime revolution in the way we learn, work, and live. By 1997,
you might be able to "try on" clothes at homeusing a
computerized holographic image...of yourself! "Commuting"
to work tna. mean a walk into the den to a computer work stain,p0OM

’

tion electronically linked to company headquarters 50 miles up the
freeway.
Will it all happen? Ten years ago,
few consumers would have predicted cars that "talk" to drivers, or
videotapes and VCRs, or telephones that "redial" at a touch. In
electronics, yesterday’s revolutionary discoveries are used routinely
today. And even greater changes
are expected for tomorrow.. The
future is shaping up fastand it
promises to be very exciting.
So, why not get a head start on
the "user-friendly" years ahead?
Learn to get the most from the consumer electronics you already have.
And if you’re in the market for
more, look for equipment that can
help you nowand introduce you
to the future!

A...Is for Applications:
Putting Electronics to Work
mo YOU have an electronics
SO"graveyard"a hiding place
for yesterday’s unwise buys? Most
often electronic equipment that
goes to the graveyard does so
because (once the novelty wears off)
buyers realize it doesn’t do anything
they really need.
What’s a smart buy in electronics? Equipment with "applications" to your life, the capacity to
provide services you need.
Consider the possible applications of these popular consumer
electronic buys:
Personal computers: PCs can
make any kind of academic work
easierfrom researching English
papers to number-crunching for
:alculus class. Students also use
PCs to edit/revise papers, type
:lass notes... produce resumes,
:lub newsletters, ads for on-campus
act iv it ies ... access in format ion
from a data base ... run a campus
business... keep track of work
ichedules... balance t he studen t
:ouncil budget (or their own!).
Video equipment: VCRs and
:amcorders can be fun and useful
.00. Some ideas: Plan a VCR film
teries, with your room as the mini-

ee
The ideal electronics
equipment will
fit your life. "
theater... Use "time shifting" to
tape TV segments useful for a
course or research project ... Get a
"fitness" tape and turn your room
into a gym ... Use a video "camcorder" to tape special events on
campus, or to help you rehearse for
a job inter% iew, speech, class presentation, etc.
CDs: Right now, compact discs
are pure entertainment. But there’s
more to come: CDs that offer
knowledge, not music. Already a
$295 "Bookshelf" CD is available;
it contains digitized versions of 10
popular reference volumes, from
Rogers Thesaurus to the World
Almanac. By using it, PC writers
can call up information without
interrupting their word processing.
High-tech telephones: Answering machines, call forwarding,
and other features make it easier to
run a campus business, a club, or a
student government committee.
Can’t get your study group together
in one place? In a pinch, a telephone
system with conference-call capacity can solve the problem.
Tape recorders: Taping class lectures is a tried-and-true study aid
but do you ever find yourself
short of playback time? Some new
tape recorders can play a lecture
back at up to twice the normal
speed, without voice distortion.
Audio equipment: Personal
headphone-style tape players/recorders are great for students burning the midnight oilwhen listening to taped lectures or other "information" might keep your roommate awake or disturb the peace
and quiet of the library. A wireless
device that lets you (but nobody
else) hear the sound of music, TV,
or videotapes is also on the market.
Special -interest software: The
new wave of consumer electronics

gives artists, musicians, designers,
video freaks, and other people %% it II
special interests something to smile
about. Computerized electronic
keyboards open up new possibilit
for composers and performers...
designers (of everyt hing from
dresses to skyscrapers) can use computer-aided design software to produce quicker, better drawings...
video editing programs are terrific
for budding film editors, broadcast
journalists, etc.
The ideal equipment will fit your
lifewhat you do, how you do it,
what you plan for yourself. It will
do things you need and maybe even
offer some unexpected applications. And as you put the equipment to work for you, it can begin
to shape your lifegiving you new
possibilities, changing old patterns.
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SAVE BIG

Tomorrow’s Electronic Life

ON HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
HP-28C

Advanee0 shg.stics
Unit conversion
:50 programmable con)
.nands and ’unctions
o(11,3rect 303board
ommands

Mfg Sugg Rel

Slate of the An
Scientific Calculator
bon

MEM

5235$175

HP-41

Hand Held

Computing System

whai’s up the line for electronics
IIV consumerson the job and at
home? A look at the future:
The Workplace. Whether you
plan to program computers, run a
restaurant, manage a clothing
store, open a travel agenc, report
the news, or design hoiliesthe
electronics of tomorrow w ill be
there to help you.
Information will mean power
(and jobs). Computerized data

bases will become even more accessible to researchers in all
fieldsfrom music scholars to
bankers. new simper reporters to
legal clerks. The "next generation"
of computers will be able to coach
users through tricky programs,
double-check a bookkeeper’s math,
or scan publications for articles
relaied to your pet project.
The high-tech workstation of the
future will start right under your
noseon your desk! The "electronic desk" will combine the lune-

urcA A
L, L., L,
IDE,
r. CI C
Built-in operating system

HP-41CV

1

I.

Four input output po,

$126
HP-41CX

$179
sl El
Offer good 8 15,87 inns i0 31 87

HP-12C
2.

Financial Calculator

$62.00*
..
T.s. standard for F.nanco
1,1 Rea, Estate
Solve nterest and aMO,
!tzation problems
Dscount cash flows
Fpnd Dorwl r olds &

$72

Elekiek Price

.10 Rebate

$62

Your Final Cost

Otter good 8/15/87
thru 10/31/87

scherhdi...
plus st3ppng & hand.
HI711C Scientific

;
S41

HPISC Adv. Scientific

$72

HP16C Progrmmer

SIM

HP1BC Business Consultant

S135

HP52240A Inhered PrinterIBC/211C

$100

HP82104A Card RederHP.1

St39

HP82143A Thermal PrinterHP41

5275

HP2225 ThinkJet Printer (Ail)

5350

MI HP Accessories Discounted Toe!
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HEWLETT
PACKARD

authorized

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
E ICU,/ ittillOIS ALASKA

CANADIAN TOLL FREE 800-458-9133
Corporate t is ...red Min Ord S15 Cid tn. or MasterCard by alp
or Phone Mad [sante, %Check Mon ord Personal Check 410 Sa
Nolen, I. 114 PR Canada add SIO 00 firal ,forr,s, wee Kw leneu
a handl Shopments to IL a... add We lay enc. suts to change
WRITE tor Ireecalalop RETURNPOLICY DelawforesOnly MoPproducts
mot. ad wornin 3o dry% of purchase wilh idenhcal merchandise only
Computer and terse perepherels replaced only when derecuve on OFFIVIV
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AND COMPLETE immediate (Wintery on ail allay...terns
DUNS 01,1111.0,0

ELEK-TEK inc.
6557 N Lincoln Ave . Chicago. IL 60645
312-677.7660

Buying the "Right Stuff"
Ifs been known to happen: You go out with a wad of cash
I and a burning desire for a meaningful relationship with high
technology. You come back short on cash, long on frustration, and
wondering just what you bought.
Can you keep it from happening to you? Buying the "right stuff’
isn’t that hard...if you play by the rules. Think of it this way: Buying electronic equipment is like buying a car (and sometimes just as
expensive!); the more certain you are of what you want, the better
your chances of making a satisfying purchase. Follow these four
suggestions:
ONE: Buy machines that DO what you want. Sounds
simplebut you’d be surprised how many people buy electronic
hardware (the machinery) without knowing exactly what it can do.
If you’re tracking down a good PC, for instance, look at software
first. Decide on the best programs for your needsand buy a computer that will run them.
TWO: Insist on a "test drive" before you buy. Are you putting
together a PC system: computer, monitor, printer, software? Hook
it all up and watch it work. Does it do what you want? Whenever
possible, test -run electronic equipment in the store and back in your
living quarters before deciding if it’s a "keeper." Before you make
your purchase, however, find out how the store handles returned
merchandise.
THREE: Don’t change your mind in the store. Before you reach
the point of purchase, do some market research. Read up on what’s
available and how it’s rated by independent sources. Know the going prices and who’s selling what for how much. Write yourself a
note and take it with you when you shop: "Why am I buying this
machine? What do I want it to do? How much can I afford to
spend?" Then, don’t change your mindat least, not without
sleeping on it!
FOUR: Know exactly what you’re getting. Ask to see the product
warranty. How long does it last? What does it cover? Find out the
repair and maintenance procedures. Does the store do the work or
will you have to send the product to the manufacturer? Find out if
the cost includes any extras: lessons on how to use the equipment, a
discount on related purchases, etc.

tions of’ a telephone, telephone
dialer, calculator, typewriter, personal computer, appointments calendar, and address book. And this
workstation might be in your home,
if you’re one of tomorrow’s "telecommuters."
But will you work for a big corporation? Electronics has something to say about that too! Business experts say computers are the
power behind today’s American
Dream: owning your own business.
For entrepreneurs, the computer is
an inexpensive and willing employeeone that can keep mailing
lists up-to-date, track inventory,
and design advertisements.
Al Home. Tomorrou’s consumers may cruise electronic shopping
malls rather than the real thing
buying goods and services %kith the
touch of a button. Checks and bills
could be passe, replaced by computerized banking from home and
"smart cards" that won’t let you

overspend. And home computers
will offer software programs to help
you stick to a budget, plan a vacation, even calculate the amount of
stress in your life!
Electronic "cocoons" will provide much of your entertainment:
movies, music, and telephone
"viewscreen" visits with relatives or
friends across the country. Even
cars will be in the picturean on-

board video screen and computer
will plot a route and display it in
map form, and calculate how long it
will take you to reach your destination.
At home or at play, electronics is
"the coming thing." And it’s not
too soon to plug into the action: the
electronics you use today can wire
you into the electronic life of y’Orir
future!

The ’149
Sportster modem.
It brings your school’s
mainframe computer
in’ to your room.
Get CompuServe’ IntroPak L. a ’40 valueFree!
A Sportster 1200 bps modem connects your Apple. IBM-compatible or almost
any computer to the world. So instead of going to the university computer cenof ’CCter dunng regular hours, you can access the mainframe computer anytime
....
,.
Right from your room. You can write or revise your term papers Commis- I...
)
nicate with bulletin board services Access libraries. Or even submit your i,......
assignment to your instructor using your campus E-mail network All at
around 120 characters per second.
\:\
The compact. dependable Sportster modem is made by USRobotics, one
( \
of America’s leading manufadurers for over 10 years So this is no toy. It’s
1----.
%
a competitive tool for students who want to work smarter, not just harder
At your college bookstore or call for name of nearest dealer.

Ext. 59
1 -800-DIAL-USR,
ir, [min.’s. call
312-982-5001
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PCs give student
standouts an
edge...

ring the Grade
ih Computers
n grandpa’s day, the wellnequipped collegian went off to
school with a raccoon coat and a
fountain pen. In mom and dad’s
day, the college-bound arrived on
campus with a portable radio, portable stereo, and portable (maybe
even electric) typewriter. But
today’s college students, while still
free to bring all of the above to campus, may need an additional item
that didn’t exist when their parents
and grandparents went to school
a personal computer (PC).
"There’s no question that my PC
has improved the quality of my
work enormously," says Alan Zib10 plus/FALL 87

ble, a junior at Northern Illinois
University in Dekalb. "For one
thing, at least the professors can
read what I write. My papers look
neat, and don’t kid yourselfneatness still counts."
"It’s true," confirms Dr. Da% id
Appleyard, professor of mathematics and former dean of students
at Carleton College in Northfield,
Minnesota. "With a personal computer, our students can combine
word processing with graphics,
even if they only use it to organize
their notes into a legible first draft,
so they can add charts, graphs, and
illustrations, according to the

capabilities of their software."
Recently, Clarkson University in
Potsdam, New York, provided every incoming freshman with a personal computer from a major electronics firm. Says David Bray,
Clarkson’s dean of computing,
"The quality of papers improved
dramatically."
It’s clear that both students and
faculty have embraced the personal
computer as a useful tool in the pursuit of advanced education. Fhere
are very few institutions of higher
learning that do not provide their
students with "computing accounts" an amount of on-line

timewhen they arrive. At Cornell
University in Ithaca, Nov York,
"free computing accounts...are
distributed at registration to provide students %% tilt enough computing time to meet normal equiremem.," say C’ornell recruiters.
"Computers are rapidly hecoming
integrated into academic life as ail
increasingly important part of instruct ion and research." Some cot
leges charge a nominal fee !or
accounts: others provide
a,
part of the total tuition package.
Chances are that your college will
already have several hundred personal microcomputers set up at various workstations for you to use.
Given that, are there still advantages to having your own PC?
"Don’t be silly.," laughs Rebecca
Ralston, a student at Loyola
University in Chicago. "Of course
there are! With the kind of soft N are
around today, I can rely on my PC
to correct my spelling, punctuation,
and grammar before my term
papers ever leave my room!"
Speaking of rooms, here are two
additional persuasive arguments
for having your own PC:
You do not need to wait your
turn on the (usually) limited number of machines your school makes
available (schedules that can sometimes mean midnight -or-later treks
from your room to campus workstations).
You can tie into huge pools of information sources (data bases) that
are widely scattered geographically
without ever leaving the comfort
and safety of your dorm. A PC
enables you to search through library holdings, periodical lists,
electronic "encyclopedias," and
even "bulletin boards," a kind of
electronic information clearinghouse, at any hour of the day or
night. You also can subscribe to a
variety of services that provide the
freshest information in your field.
The Academic Computer Ser. vices department at De Paul University in Chicago keeps track of the
frequency’ with which students use
the university’s academic computer
network. The newest figures in-

dicate that,
addition to using
their PCs strictly as computers,
more and more students are using
them as terminals too, dialing up
campus mainframes as easily’ as
they use a telephone.
Say s Dr. Keith Phillips, a professor in the Computing Research

Laboratory at New Mexico State
University in Las Cruces, "The student %%it a PC’ of his or her own has
a definite advantage when it comes
to the compet it c edge in achieving
academic success. Frankly , I
wouldn’t want to leave home it limit one."
soCp

Some Suggestions from the Pros
ike some of the same considerations that lead a student to
&choose a college or university in the first place, intelligent,
rational decisions must be made about that newest roommate, the
PC. Is it "friendly"? Affordable? And above all, does it meet the
user’s specific needs?
The last consideration is undoubtedly the most important. It is a
et waste of money to buy a powerful computer capable of running all
sorts of programs and storing all sorts of memory a student neither
needs nor wants, but the fact is that overbuying is the single most
common mistake a first-time purchaser makes. Obviously, it makes
good sense to find out which computer applications are going to be
useful to your line of study. If your major is English or liberal arts,
will basic word processing be enough? Will you need special
systems for engineering, accounting, economics, or pre-med?
Scott Mize, a founder of Strawberry Software in Watertown,
Massachusetts, thinks it’s wise to find out if your college has a
preference for one computer model over another. If so, that will
likely mean you’ll be able to pick up a PC made available to the
school by the manufacturer at considerable savings. It’s also smart
to check with your school’s campus computer center to find out
0 exactly how much "support," such
as free or reduced-cost
software, it is able to provide for your brand of PC. This is also
the first place to look for other PC-related information, including
O free manuals and helpful suggestions on "peripherals," should
you want to add some specialized equipment to your PC after
you’ve had it awhile.
C)
Compatibility is another issue to consider. Before you go off to
school, you’ll want to be certain that you have a program that will
allow your PC to communicate with the large, central mainframe
machines already in place on campus.
Once you’ve decided what kind of a PC you need, buy the best
one you can afford, and make certain you understand exactly what
kind of service and support is available. Many computer
manufacturers maintain toll -free hot lines for users with questions
or problems.
Do as much of your class work on your PC as you possibly can.
Dropping in or moving paragraphs, editing, deleting, and making
corrections soon will become second nature to you, and will save
significant amounts of time, effort, and paper.
Coming to campus with a computer doesn’t necessarily mean
O
you’ll go right to the head of your class. But your chances of
making the grade are no doubt better with a PC than without 011C.
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Gigantic Savings On
Cakulators

Computer Products
FIARD DRIVES
SEAGATE

PRINTERS

Internal Hard D’sk Subs7stercs
20 Megabyte
30 Megabyte
Each system oncludes

CASIO FX7000G

7777
ismosiLvi,

$349
399

EPSON
FX 66e
$310
Epson’s EX.86e os the mdustry’s stan.
dard DOT MATRIX PRINTER Features
tnclude 8N buffer NLO. 40 240 cps.

40 MGB Drove (only)
80 MGB Drive (only)

699
999

OTHER EPSON PRINTERS
$310
439
174
375
499
445
549
875
699

ARCHIVE XL
Tape Backup

MODEMS

$329
HARD DRIVE CARDS
Plus Developmen120 40 MB

CALL
$399
550

MULTI FUNCTION BOARDS

CDHayes

External
289
439

$249

GENERIC

OTHER MODEMS
100
125
209
External
199
399
125
179
175

89
159

CHIPS

Intel 80287 math chip (6M1-11

VIDEO BOARDS
S175
80
329
155
BO
3t9
330
139
369
279
219
90

PRINT BUFFERS
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
$129
159

NUDE SAVINGS ON menu Calf for OuanlIfy procong for
.110"

5’.

SSDD
3’ 2 EISD0
5’
SSDD
5’. DSDD
5’ r OSOD96TPI
DSODHD
ION AT,
8" SSDO’
8" OSDO"

,
,
,
.
,
.
,

14.00
18.00
8.00
10.00
12.00
12.50
19.00
23.00

.
.
.
.

13.00
20.00
8.00
10.00
20 00
20.00
20.00
23 00

ELEK-TEK

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1.1111
?
.

FX-4000P Scoent
FX-451 Scentoric
FX.8000G Graphe S, ,,
FX R100 Sc

S31
S21
. . s79
$30

boxes or more

13.00’
20.00
8 50
10 00
20.00
20.00
20.00
23 00

Scientific Computer

6181;4

_
16-d.g.t at)! rn II’

1 ’,play

EL5500111
24-cl.g,t dot maths closplay
Up to 15 levels of parentheses
2.varoable statostical calculations
Instant BASIC keys tor simple
programmong
EL.506A Scentrfoc
EL-512T Scentitic
EL -5150 Scentrfic

12
16
7
8
10
17

00
DO
00
00
00
00

Up tul5levelsolparentheses and fi
vels of pending operations
6‘,/,,"(W) x 2/"0"41 222re"(D)
Instant BASIC command keys
2K.byte RAM
Preprogrammed scentotic function,
18 separate program addresses
Dorect Answer Mechanism
Last Answer functoon
Mfr Sugg Ret $8795

TI95

Mfr Sugg Ret $9995

BUdt

introdui
programmar ,.
200.plus tun, !
.
81( RAM exparig
Up to 900 data ,eao
program steps

$35

8K.bytes RAM
18 separate program addresses
Direct Answer Mechanism
Last Answer Function

S1S EL.515S Screntoric
$26 EL-733 Fonancial
624 EL.6120 Black Book

$70
S16
S25
S35

1,11t.L

permutations, combinatoons. least conl
mon multiple prime factors ranagai
number generation. metric [or,sions hyperbole trigs and cutoa , .1
quadrat lc -eg uatron evaluat e,
Redefinalate functron keys
ACES’ algebraic operating ,,
User’s guide programming .o., ,carry case
Constant memory, 3 75 . H
r

r

10

so .04)

046*# i

m

38 preprogra,,,- : ,,,,entoffc
furord,
)
,
, aoculatoon

Hayes compatoble
Internal

St»
22
2’5
3.0
zm
1P.
110
155

SIB
5115
$20

SHARP EL-5400
279
429

Aft5I
15909
185
229
239
279
150

$55

Mfr Sugg Ret $79 95
CM.100 Computer Math
FX-115 Screntife
PX.3600P Scient,fic

1116.

Model
1200
HAYES Infernal

HAYES

Graphic Computer

can analyze sales data or formulas with graphic claroty
a can plot trends. analyze data characteroshcs and graphically compare values
193 functons 10 &got mantossa S 2 digrt exponent
Text -16 columns x 8 lines (128 characters) Graphocsx 64 dots 422 steps, 26 memories 6 steps 78 memo, es Graphic functionsoGraph compositoon. trace. plot.
ace enlargementireductoon. coordinate range desogna.
ten overwrite) Perfect entry system Check.bach
replay function Regression analysis Base conver.
sensicalculahons logical operattons 120 hours on
r,,,iorn batteries "Computing with the Scien.
a
ator- oncluded ’ r"H x 3’ ’’W 6,/o" D.

IT

nted

.
7200

Mfr Sugg Ref $200

$739

T144

Basicalc’
70 funchons-and a E3ASIC programmable calculator wall 113 commands
AOS
algebraoc operating system
8K bytes of buolt.in RAM. plus
optional 8K
Display shows up to 31 alpha
numeric Characters
Acliostable cootrast

6557 North Lincoln Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60645
Call Toll Free 800 -621 -1269 -Except Illinois. Alaska

Includes user s guide riprogramming reference gi.
Constant memory.4 2 r
Mfr Sugg Ret $135
TI.8K Memory Cartridge
TI -PC 324 Printer
TI.C1.7 Cassette Interface

$94
S34
569
S22

312-677-7660
Canadian Toll Free 800-458-9133

Corp Accis invited mon Ord SIS 00 Vote or MasterCard by Mail or PhOne Ma., Cashier s Check Mon Ord Personal Check Add Se 00 l sl of em
HI P R Caned. edd $10 00 Irrst item, SI 00
ea add I shpg A handl Shopments to IL address add 7no tax Prices sub’ lo change ’eV/1,TE ror free catalog RETURN POLICY Detectives Only Most products replaced within 30 days of purchase
with odent
merthendose only Computer and large peripherals replaced Only when detective nem., 1.0hm 3 work days of delivery] Other problems covered by mtr warranty ALL ELEK,T E a
MERCHANDISE lS BRAND NEW FIRST OUALIT AND COMPL ETE Delivery sutnerl lo aye,leryll.ly DUNI 0911110517

you’re proud of’ the state-of-theI art stereo system you brought to
your college dorm. And the computer. And the VCR. But you’re
also worried that someone is going
to make off with them %%hen you’re
not around.
Why invite theft? Some simple
precautions can foil %%otild-be
(hie% cs and reduce your anxiety.
Common sense is tile ries( SeROberl SI011e
curity device, sa%
the NorthWeStern University Public
Safety Department in
Evanston, Illinois. He
offers these tips for
dorm safety:
When leaving a
room, even for a few
minutes to talk to a
friend. lock the door.
When leaving your
room for the da% , make
sure all windo%%, are
closed and locked and valuable
items are stowed out of sight.
Report any locks, doors, or windo%%s needing repair, or any lost
kev s to %our resident hall ad% iser as
..,00n as possible.
liac someone check student
II)s as people enter a party (to deter
unwelcome outsiders).
C’ampus housing regulat ions may
prohibit dorm dwellers from installing extra locks or bolting down elect Tonic equipment. But you can intpro% c dorm security without breaking rules.
Ioderately priced cable security
sy stems sold at computer stores can
adequatel% protect your PC, stereo,
and TV %%ithout damaging your
room or furniture. One system secures equipment this %%av : a steel
cable passes through special fasteners attached to existing screws to
proem removal; the cable is wound
around a desk or table and locked.
For more high-tech protection,
you may want to use a computertied alarm; it’s activated by turning
a k e% -s%% itch, and the alarm sounds
%%lien your equipment is moved.
Off-campus apartment dwellers
ha% e other security options. Officer
Xlichael Shep of the Evanston
Police Department Crime Pre% en-

tion Unit suggests
supplementing
standard doorknob
locks with:
11 A dead -bolt
lock. The best dead
bolts have a I -inch
metal throw (the
bolt’s length when
fully extended into
t he door frame).
These locks are
tough to pry off,

Come
On In
drill, pick, or open
ks it liout a key.
Double cylindci
locks, if there 1,
glass in the door.
These locks feature a removable key
on the inside. They prevent a thief
from breaking the glass to reach in
and turn the knob. Remove the key
from the lock when you’re not
home.
11 Window locks. Locks for standard double-hung windows are notoriously easy to force open. Bolster
them with key-operated window
locks, available at hardware stores.
Or, you can make your own simple
window locks: drill holes at a downward angle through both sides of
the inner window frame and about
halfway through the outer frame;
insert nails through the holes. This
will make it impossible for wouldbe burglars to pry open the window.
What other precautions can you
take?
Srecommends that you engrave your driver’s license number (vvith the state in parentheses beside it) in a visible place on your
electronic equipment. Thieves tend
to shy away from engraved goods
because they know these items can

be easily identified as stolen, and
traced by police.
Keep an updated inventory of
your possessions. A detailed list of
your belongings is useful in letting
the insurance company and the
police know what you owned and
how to identify it. A good inventory
contains:
LI a written description of possessions, including special marks, serial numbers, model names, and special engraving
the date the items were acquired
and their original cost
purchase receipts
snapshots or videotapes of items
Bill Sirola of the Insurance Information Institute recommends that
you keep two inventory copies: one
in a safe place at your residence,
and the other with your parents or
ot her relat ives.
Precautions help, but the best insurance against theft is still a safetyconscious attitude. So plan ahead,
exercise your common sense, and
enjoy your valuables a whole lot
op
longer.
FALL 87 plus 13
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Connect to a World
of Information
USRobotics’ Sportster 1200
modem connects your computer
to a world of information. With a
Sportster 1200 modem, a standard telephone line, and data
communications software, you
can use your computer to send

and receive information to virtually any communicating computer in the world. Access the
university mainframe. Communicate with bulletin board
systems. Gather facts on any
subject from public data bases.
At just $149, the Sportster 1200 is
a smart investment in your own
future. Available through most
college bookstores, or call for
dealer referral.
USRobotics, Inc.
8100 McCormick Blvd.
Skokie, IL 60076
1-800-342-5877
In Illinois, 312-982-5001

New Symbolic Math Calculator
Hewlett Packard’s HP -28C Scientific
calculator goes beyond ordinary
number crunching. It lets you work
with symbols as well as numbers.
The $235 HP -28C is also the most
powerful numerical calculator available. With 128K bytes of ROM, it
can handle a wide range of problems including algebraic, calculus,
trig, and matrix. Using its equation
solver, enter any equation without
programming. The solver automatically creates a menu, assigning
variables to softkeys. Then plot the
equation on the four-line display. If
the HP -28C is not available at your
bookstore, call 1-800-367-4772 for
the location of the HP dealer
nearest you.

Take Control of Your P.C.
-

The Complete PC >4.
we. Tutorial Teaches.
m The use of the Disk

r

co .1-"E
iviraLe-r

P.c.
UrcniAL

Operating System die
IDOS1
Programming in the
language BASIC All the common commands are covered
Advanced usage of DOS. such as using DEBUG and other utilities
Complete Assembly Language course as it applies to the IBM PC Covers
everything from programming the BOBB CPU to programming Three
iBM PC Hardware
Dimensional moving graphics on the screen Inc
interrupts. BIOS and memory map.,
NO PREVIOUS COMPUTER
KNOWLEDGE IS REQUIRED
DRIVER
CANNING
For S79.95 Take Cadrol
/
Ask your local bookstore
’,lute 190, 1000 Quell t
for your COIDy today, or call
Newport Reach CA 92660
714/851-6202
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Just Your Type, From AT&T
Whether it’s for term papers or letters you’re sending home for extra
bucks, the AT&T Compact Electronic
Typewriter 6510 gives you all kinds
of advanced features to advance
your cause. Among its great features: The AT&T SureSpell’ Memory Cartridge, 80 character correction memory, and 16-character LCD
display. Its new low price is
$359.95 and if you get to your
AT&T Phone Center or call 1-800
555-8111 before September 30,
1987, you’ll get back $75 in AT&T
Bonus Bucks to be used for any future purchase at your AT&T Phone
Center. Or you can apply them to
your AT&T lease bill or for AT&T
Long Distance Service.

I f you’re using a hand-held calculi lator that’s more than a few years
old ...WHY? There’s a new generation of calculators that shrinks the
gap between calculators and computers. Technological ad% ances
mean a lot more power in the palm
of your hand.
Read on for a short COUrse on calculators and how. to choose the one
that’s right for you.

Just the facts...
AA ost calculators share common
IVileatures: a 10-key keyboard plus
decimal point: an eight -digit capacity
displa with a floating decimal Olic
decimal point moves to the correct
position in an answer) and automatic
rounding off of numbers; and a

memory feature that allows for
storage of subtotals.
\ lost calculators are battery pow ere& Some models can be
recharged; others require that the
batteries be replaced periodically
usua II earl Calculators display
answers on a light -emitting diode

the solar cells and to illuminate the
displa screen (LCD). A popular
feature is an automatic sw itch -off;
the calculator turns itself off after
about lie minutes of inact i
Calculators offering only a display do not prok ide that often essential hard copy. so you may

e e How do you determine the calculator
that’s right for you?
Begin by shopping around.
liD) screen or a liquid crystal disPla!, II CI)). Solar- or light -pow ered models do 1101 use batteries,
hut require a light source to power

"

want to look into units w it h built-in
printers. Another usct Id development is the talking calculator.
"These are especiall useful for t he
FALL 87 plus 15

sight -impaired," says Tom Mock, a
staff engineer with the Electronic
Industries Association (EIA) in
Washington, D.C.
"Input is verified by voice simulation," explains Mock. For any
calculator user, however, the voice
verification of what is entered can
improve accuracy.
There are three general classifications of hand-held calculators:
four- to six -function, preprogrammed, and programmable.
Your first step in choosing a calculator is to determine which of the
three best suits your needs.
: Four- to six-function units.
They perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and
one or two other functions, such as
percentages and square roots. They
include keys for adding or subtracting to memory, memory recall, and
memory clear.
For basic math, this is probably
all the calculating power you will
need. You’ll find this type of unit
useful in figuring taxes, balancing a
checkbook, and keeping track of
budgets.

] Preprogrammed units.
These units have been programmed to perform specific functions according to their primary application. Mock explains: "Statistical units are useful to students involved in a lot of number crunching. Business units are preprogrammed for real estate loan calculations or banking. And engineering units are designed for com16 plus/FALL 87
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Technological
advances mean
a lot more
power in the palm
of your hand. "

puling angles, degrees, and other
math-oriented functions."
In business applications, preprogrammed units are especially useful
for figuring present and future
value, monthly payments on annuities, bond yield, and loan amortization. The alternative is to use a
complicated book of interest tables,
in which case a calculator is still
needed for multiplying table values.
Units designed to calculate interest
usually’ include a feature for counting the number of days between two
dates (also useful
for figuring such
things as the number of days until
midterm exams,
homecoming
weekend, etc.).
Programmable
tutus.
While they offer many of the
same features as
the other types of
units, they also offer a computerlike
programming capacity that alloy, s
you to tailor the calculator to your
own applications.
For instance, let’s say that you
have a particular calculation that
you’ll need to repeat many times
such as separating loan payments
into interest and principal or figuring sales tax on individual items.
First you must break down the calculation into its steps, then enter the
computational routine into the cal-

culator’s memory (usually by depressing the "Learn" key). Once
this is done, you can execute the sequence with one keystroke whenever you need to.
Some specialized calculators can
be used to produce graphic displays. With automatic scaling routines, optimum screen usage is fully
automated in these systems. Some
versions of this type of calculaior
are programmable, so that you can
create your own graphics. With
plug-in devices, a hand-held calculator can give you graphic capability
not available on many computer
systems.

Shopping skills
The type of calculator you buy
I should be determined by your
computational needs. With all the
new models on the market, how do
you determine the one that’s right
for you? Begin by shopping
around. Find out what features are
available and decide which ones you
should have. Don’t be sold on "extras" you’ll never use. On the other
hand, keep in mind that you don’t
want to "outerow" your calculator
right away.
Some questions to ask before you
buy :
Is the calculator for personal or
academic use? If academic, how
advanced is your coursework?
Will you need statistical or high math functions?
How much can you afford to
spend?
Is programming a feature you’ll
need?
Where will you use the calculator? (For outdoor use, says
Mock, you’ll want a liquid crystal display; in dim light conditions, you’ll need LED display.)
The latest generation of calculators offers a wide range of choices.
Whether your needs stop with math
basics or have progressed to trig
functions, computer conversions,
loan amortizations, and more,
there’s a calculator that’s just the
right tool for you.

If only typewriters let you proofread your
work before they printed it on the page.
What a mess!
You’ve just proofread your term paper
and it’s got typos, spelling errors and
misplaced paragraphs.
Now, you can’t hand in a paper like this.
So no matter how tired you are, you’ve
got to retype the entire thing.
0
That is, unless you typed it on
a Videowriter
The Videowriter solves all
I
your typing problems.
’Ihke the most obvious one:
typos.
On an ordinary typewriter
it would mean a bottle of .
white-out and a frustrating interruption. .44.11
On a Videowriter
it just means pressing the key marked "delete." That’s all. Because you type your work on a
screen before you print it on a page.
lt edits.
And how about those bigger problems
ssso.4 like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?
aii ordinary typewriter VOU have to "cut and
paste- them.
( a Videowriter you only have to press the key
marked "move" and then indicate the area you want
it moved to. It’s that simple.
It spells.
What happens when you’re typing and you come
to a word you can’t spell?
On an ordinary typei,vriter you have to stop typing,
find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be
corrected simply by pressing the ke marked "spell:
It counts words.
If you’ve ever had a teacher tell you to write a
thousand word essay, you know what a pain it is
trying to count your words.
On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with
your finger.
But on a Videowriter vou can press a mere two

Inittons and it does the counting for you.
It makes multiple copies.
From time to time you want a copy of
what you’ve typed. right?
Well, if you use a Videowriter you won’t
have to go to the school library to look
for a copier machine.
All you’ll have to look for is the
button marked "print:* Press it
and the Videowriter will make
another original.
And because your %%ork is automatically stored oil a standard
:31/2" floppy disk, wir can
make those copies
whenever you
want.
It obviously does
a lot more than type.
1 hat s because tile word pro’
cessing features just go on and on.
Wh,it’s more, t’ sell the Videowriter W)rd
Processor for around the price of a good electronic
typo% iter.
And that’s quite a bargain when you consider
the amount of time it’ll save you. Tillie you can
spend doing the work for your other classes.
You would do that. wouldn’t you?

MAGNAVOX
SmartVery smart.

who wants to know?
How about some tips on
Q buying and using a
telephone answering
machine?

A

listen to long stretches _
of dial tone.
;
Toll -saver
iure: It delays an, \ering when you
call long-distance by
remote; the delay warns you that
you have no messages, saving you
the toll.
A note about the type of message
you leave on your machine: Make
sure it’s appropriate to the type of
calls you’re expecting. I I, for instance, you’re hoping to hear from
a prospective employer, use a
straightforward, professional%ounding message; save the heavy
metal opening and the Pee-wee
Herman impersonation for another
time.
coWhat’s the best way to
shop for an electronic
watch?

’here’s a lot of competition

the answering-machine
market, so you’ll find machines at a
variety of pricesdepending on
what features they include. In
general, the more goodies offered
on the machine, the more expensive
it will be. Decide in advance what
features are important to you. Consider:
Call screening: You can listen to
calls as they come in; once you
determine who’s calling, you can
decide whether you want to answer
vvhile the caller is still on the line.
Remote turn -on: You can activ ate your machine by phone in
case you forgot to turn it on.
Flashing message counter: tells
you how many messages are
waiting.
Reeperless remote: You can
retrieve messages or change your
prerecorded greeting from any
push-button phonewithout having to use a pocket coder or beeper.
Automatic reset: automatically
resets the machine once a caller
hangs up, so you don’t have to
e

e

Lo6 P el3r

tql

a

A

Shopping for an electronic
watch isn’t that much dift crew from shopping for any other
type of electronic equipment; your
goal is to get a quality product that
meets your needs at a price that’s
right for you.
Some guidelines to follow:
Shop around to get an idea of
features and prices.

Narrow down your selection to
several models.
Consider product reviews/ratings,
the reputation of the seller, and
warranty terms.
Run a sivpoint test on each
model you’re considering. I) Watch
face: Can you read it easily, even in
dim light? Is the covering glass or
plastic? (Plastic scratches more
easily.) 2) Casing: Is the seal bolted
or glued? (Stainless steel bolted in
place is considered by many to be
the best seal.) 3) Band: Is the band
comfortable? Replaceable? 4) Battery: What kind k used? How much
does it cost? How often does it need
to be replaced? Is it a do-it-yourself
job? 5) Durability: Is the watch
water-resistant? Shock -resistant?
6) Ease of operation: Is t he inst ruet ion manual easy to follow? Is programming easy to execute? Can you
use the various functions with the
watch on your wrist?

e
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3efore you choose a long distance
iervice, take a close look.

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&T’s
rates have dropped more than
fOr direct -dialed out-ofstate calls. So they’re lower than
you probably realize. For intirmation on specific rates, you
can call us at I 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections. operator
assistance. 2.+ -hour customer
service. and immediate credit
fix wrong numbers. Plus. you
can use AT&1’ to call from
anywhere to anywhere. all over
the L7nited States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
11( Av good a value AT&T really
is. :N.) betOre \Int choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phi me.

VIMMIIMM=W

AT&T

The right choice.

-I
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patible, has 640 K RAM, and even does windows.
NEC introduces MultiSpeed7 The world’s fastest
portable computer. It’s designed to make you a runaway
Plus it comes with a bundle of built-in features that
cost a bundle on other portables.
success.
MultiSpeed is multi -talented. It’s small. Light. And
In fact, when you discover everything it comes
with, you’ll be thrilled at what it goes for.
gives you the performance you need to meet even the
To purchase the new MultiSpeed,
toughest school assignments.
Standard Features
check your campus bookstore or visit one
Then when you enter the working
C,ock Speed
9 54/4 77 Mel/
world, it’ll graduate right along with you.
of our national dealers. For product litera640K bytes
Because the Multi’s not only quick, but
ture or the location of the dealer nearest
5 programs
Bute in Software
powerful enough to operate business
you, call 1-800-447-4700. Or for technical
DM Drives
DuaI 220K (3 5’1
software.
information call NEC Home Electronics
Super Mast LCD
(USA) Inc. at 1 -800-NEC -SOFT.
With the 16-bit V- 30 processor, runIBM PC/XT
ning at 9.54 MHz, it can perform at 90% of
So if you’re a person who’s going
Numeric Keypad
SOP, ale
places, try the portable that helps you get
the level of the original AT class PC.
What’s more, MultiSpeed is PC comthere ahead of everyone else.
IEINI PC XT .s a ,egmnPea Pada...
Itliamatvnai Bustness Macnones In<
NEC .a a register., trademark or NEC Coroorstion
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